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This is Part b of Deliverable D1.4, which specifies the final CHOReOS architectural style, that is, the types
of components, connectors, and configurations that are composed within the Future Internet of services, as
enabled by the CHOReOS technologies developed in WP2 to WP4 and integrated in the WP5 IDRE. The
definition of the CHOReOS architectural style is especially guided by the objective of meeting the challenges
posed by the Future Internet, i.e.:
(i) the ultra large base of services and of consumers,
(ii) the high heterogeneity of the services that get composed, from the ones offered by tiny things to the
ones hosted on powerful cloud computing infrastructures,
(iii) the increasing predominance of mobile consumers and services, which take over the original fixed Inter-
net, and
(iv) the required awareness of, and related adaptation to, the continuous environmental changes.
Another critical challenge posed by the Future Internet is that of security, trust and privacy. However, the
study of technologies dedicated to enforcing security, privacy and trust is beyond the scope of the CHOReOS
project; instead, state of the art technologies and possibly latest results from projects focused on security
solutions are built upon for the development of CHOReOS use cases -if and when needed-.
The CHOReOS architectural style that is presented in this deliverable refines the definition of the early
style introduced in Deliverable D1.3. Key features of the CHOReOS architectural elements are as follows:
(1) The CHOReOS service-based components are technology agnostic and allow for the abstraction of
the large diversity of Future Internet services, and particularly traditional Business services as well as
Thing-based services; a key contribution of the component formalization lies in the inference of service
abstractions that allows grouping services that are functionally similar in a systematic way, and thereby
contributes to facing the ULS of the Future Internet together with dealing with system adaptation through
service substitution.
(2) The CHOReOS middleware-layer connectors span the variety of interaction paradigms, both discrete and
continuous, which are used in today’s increasingly complex distributed systems, as opposed to enforcing
a single interaction paradigm that is commonly undertaken in traditional SOA; a central contribution
of the connector formalization is the introduction of a multi-paradigm connector type, which not solely
allows having highly heterogeneous services composed in the Future Internet but also having those
heterogeneous services interoperating even if based on distinct interaction paradigms.
(3) The CHOReOS coordination protocols introduce the third and last type of architectural elements char-
acterizing the CHOReOS style. They specifically define the structure and behavior of service-oriented
systems within the Future Internet as the fully distributed composition of services, i.e., choreographies;
the key contribution of the work lies in a systematic model-based solution to choreography realizability,
which synthesizes dedicated coordination delegates that govern the coordination of services.
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Service-Oriented Computing (SOC) is now largely accepted as a well founded reference paradigm
for Internet-based computing [73]. Under SOC, networked devices and their hosted applications are
abstracted as autonomous loosely coupled services within a network of interacting service providers,
consumers (aka clients) and registries according to the service-oriented interaction pattern (see Fig-
ure 1.1). Acknowledging such an adequacy of SOC and related Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) to
deal with the development of Internet-based software systems, CHOReOS investigates the evolution of
SOA and supporting technologies so as to facilitate the development of the future generation of Internet-
based software systems, i.e., systems envisioned as part of the Future Internet (r)evolution. Recalling
that CHOReOS views the Future Internet as the aggregation of the Internet of Content, of Services and
of Things [89], CHOReOS specifically concentrates on supporting the development of service-oriented
distributed systems in the Future Internet, while overcoming the specific challenges that are posed by
such an aggregation, which we summarize hereafter.
Figure 1.1: Service-oriented interaction pattern
1.1. CHOReOS Challenges for the Future Internet
Following thorough state of the art analysis, we have identified the following key challenges associated
with the development of distributed service-oriented software systems to be deployed in the Future
Internet network, as previously published by the CHOReOS consortium [89, 48]:
• ULS – Ultra Large Scale: The Internets of Content, Services and Things are confronted with
scalability issues due to the increasing number, size and quality of their networked entities, which
is further exacerbated by the empowerment of users who are now becoming “prosumers” (i.e.,
behave both as producers and consumers) [75, 72, 84]. For instance, simply considering the
Internet of Things, the large amount of new information available through things needs to be
comprehensively managed and aggregated to provide useful services [72].
• Heterogeneity: The Future Internet is heterogeneous in many dimensions, related to physical
objects, networks, services and data, which presents a significant challenge for technically sus-
taining the Future Internet vision [72]. In particular, appropriate semantic technologies, shared
standards and mediation are required to ensure interoperability of heterogeneous entities such as
things, sensors, and networks [93].
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• Mobility: Unlike the current Internet, mobility should be natively integrated in the design of the
Future Internet. Indeed, an essential challenge for the Future Internet lies in the explicit design
of a protocol for a mobile wireless world given that the majority of the connected entities are now
mobile.
• Awareness and adaptability: Awareness and related adaptability are common requirements for
sustaining the Future Internet, be it at the service, content or physical object level. Issues to be
addressed include: adapting the Web by and for users, adapting the network to shared media
and vice versa, providing personalized content and media to users, providing context-aware and
personalized dynamic services [72, 84, 93].
• Security, Privacy and Trust: Trust, privacy and security are sensitive cross-domain issues that the
current Internet is facing and remain as critical challenges for the Future Internet. With the global-
scale communications and exchange of information, users’ mobility and the limited resources
their devices may have, as well as the Future Internet’s ”awareness” of users, their data, and
their surroundings, it becomes crucial to find appropriate solutions that will protect users. Indeed,
current security mechanisms are unfit in such an open, dynamic and aware setting.
Based on the above, the CHOReOS objective is to revisit the Service Oriented Architecture paradigm
and supporting technologies so that they allow developing self-aware and adaptive distributed software
systems out of an ultra large scale network of component systems that are highly heterogeneous and
mobile for most of them. However, while the issue of Security, Privacy and Trust is acknowledged as a
key concern for Future Internet systems, this is not tackled by the CHOReOS consortium, and is left as
an area for future work, which may in particular build upon results of relevant European initiatives like
the FP7 NESSOS ”Network of Excellence on Engineering Secure Future Internet Software Services
and Systems” (see http://www.nessos-project.eu/ for more).
The core issues that CHOReOS investigates then relate to specifying the relevant service model for
abstracting (component) systems of the Future Internet together with associated discovery, interaction
and coordination protocols to face the scale, heterogeneity and mobility of the involved systems, and
further support the evolution of the systems based on the awareness of the environment. The elicitation
of the target service model and protocols is specifically one of the foci of CHOReOS WP1, which
focuses on the formalization of the CHOReOS architectural style.
1.2. The CHOReOS Architectural Style for the Future Internet
Software systems may be abstractly described at the architectural level in terms of components and
connectors: components are meant to encapsulate computation while connectors are meant to encap-
sulate interaction. In other words, control originates in components, and connectors are channels for
coordinating the control flow (as well as data flow) between components [81]. A software architecture
style further captures knowledge about effective design decisions for realizing specified goals within a
particular application context [85]. A style is then characterized by the definition of types of: compo-
nents, connectors and possibly configurations (i.e., system structures) that serve building a given class
of systems. Hence, the definition of a software architectural style is central toward eliciting appropri-
ate development and runtime support for any family of systems. Indeed, the style elements altogether
specify the abstractions that need to be modeled, from design to implementation, as well as supported
by the runtime to enact the target systems.
As CHOReOS adopts the SOA paradigm for the Future Internet systems, the definition of the
CHOReOS architectural style revolves around the following types of architectural elements:



















Figure 1.2: The CHOReOS architectural style
2) Connectors that abstract client-service interaction protocols, and
3) Configurations that abstract compositions of services through (service-oriented) connectors, i.e.,
choreography in the most general form, and orchestration as a specific composition structure that
is commonly adopted in today’s Internet.
This document then introduces the further refinement of the above architectural elements to support
the development of distributed service-oriented systems aimed at the Future Internet. The document
specifically finalizes the early definition of the CHOReOS architectural style introduced in Deliverable
D1.3 [90]. In particular, the definition of the style reported in this document accounts for the lessons
learnt with the implementation of the CHOReOS IDRE, which features the supporting technologies for
the development of Future Internet service-oriented systems according to the CHOReOS style. While
the next chapters provide the detailed definition of the CHOReOS architectural style, we review below
how the Future Internet challenges are faced by the proposed style (see Figure 1.2); however, we recall
that the issue of Security, Privacy and Trust is beyond the scope of the CHOReOS project and is thus
not addressed in this document:
• CHOReOS components: The definition of the CHOReOS component model abstracts the vari-
ous types of services encountered in the Future Internet, with a special focus on Business and
Thing-based services. In addition, the notion of service abstraction is introduced to face the
challenges of the Future Internet. In a nutshell, service abstractions characterize collections
of compatible services. This allows structuring the ULS service base and hence more efficient
search, whether performed by developers or using automated service discovery protocols. Fur-
ther, service abstractions allow dealing with the substitution of service instances at runtime, as
instances conforming to a given abstraction may substitute one another from the standpoint of
functional and non-functional properties. As a result, CHOReOS components face: ULS (i.e.,
through the structuring of the ULS service base using service abstractions), heterogeneity (i.e.,
a CHOReOS component abstract any type of resources networked in the Future Internet), mo-
bility (i.e., a CHOReOS component may be a mobile entity as it may in particular be dynamically
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discovered in the environment), and awareness and adaptability (i.e., service abstractions enable
the seamless substitution of services).
• CHOReOS connectors: The CHOReOS connectors abstract the middleware-layer protocols used
by service components for interacting with their environment, taking into account the diversity of
components that get connected in the Future Internet. CHOReOS connectors specifically over-
come the heterogeneity of the Future Internet by introducing a multi-paradigm connector, which
allows services to coordinate although they may exploit different paradigms (i.e., client-server,
event-based and shared memory). In addition, considering that interactions in the Future Inter-
net are increasingly continuous as opposed to discrete, in particular due to the networking with
the physical world via things, CHOReOS connectors support both discrete and continuous inter-
actions. As a result, CHOReOS connectors face: ULS (i.e., by promoting the usage of weakly
coupled interaction paradigms like event-based communication), heterogeneity (i.e., CHOReOS
connectors enable highly heterogeneous services to coordinate), mobility (i.e., CHOReOS con-
nectors enable interaction with mobile services, as with any other type of services).
• CHOReOS configurations: CHOReOS promotes the fully distributed, choreography-based com-
position of services, so as to face the ULS of the Future Internet. And, thanks to the choreography
of CHOReOS components via CHOReOS connectors, CHOReOS choreographies allow the com-
position of heterogeneous and mobile services, while being adaptive according to changes in the
environment. Still, a critical challenge for the development of choreography-based systems is to
ensure the realizability of choreographies, which is addressed in CHOReOS through the synthesis
of dedicated coordination delegates.
Another challenge associated with the Future Internet, and especially its Ultra-Large Scale, relates
to the required scalability in terms of sustaining a large number of users. This is specifically tackled
in CHOReOS by adopting the Cloud computing technology, considering that the implementation of the
CHOReOS run-time environment as well as of services, build upon Cloud solutions so that they can
face varying load. This is then transparent to the definition of the CHOReOS architectural elements, for
which we implicitly consider that they are possibly implemented over the cloud. Obviously, this has a
direct impact on the implementation of the CHOReOS middleware, as detailed in the WP3 deliverables.
1.3. Document Outline
The next three chapters detail the definition of the above CHOReOS architectural elements. Specifi-
cally:
• Chapter 2 defines CHOReOS service-oriented components in a way that is technology-agnostic,
and abstracts the diversity of services that get networked in the Future Internet, spanning busi-
ness and thing-based services. The specifics of the proposed component model come from the
definition of functional and non-functional abstractions for services, which enable hierarchically
structured and hence scalable abstraction-oriented service bases. As further introduced in the
chapter, the proposed abstractions also ease service substitution at runtime as service abstrac-
tions define pivot services against which behavior and interface of functionally matching service
instances may be adapted.
• Chapter 3 defines the various connector types that are encountered in the Future Internet, span-
ning multiple coordination paradigms, together with discrete as well as continuous interactions.
This further leads to the introduction of a multi-paradigm connector that allows interoperability
across heterogeneous interaction paradigms while state of the art solutions focus on interoper-
ability across middleware solutions based on the client-server interaction paradigm.
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• Chapter 4 focuses on the formalization of the notion of CHOReOS coordination protocol that ab-
stracts choreography behavior, together with the synthesis of coordination delegates that enforce
the realizability of choreographies.
For the sake of illustration, in the next chapters, we exploit one of the CHOReOS use cases, that is the
”Passenger friendly airport” investigated within WP6, for which the interested reader may find relevant
detail in WP6 deliverables available at http://www.choreos.eu/bin/Download/Deliverables.
It is important to stress that the definition of the CHOReOS architectural style is a conceptual exer-
cise, for which the main goal is to introduce the key architectural concepts sustaining the development
of service-oriented systems in the Future Internet (FI for short). In particular, our main objective in the
definition of the CHOReOS style is to highlight the impact of the FI challenges upon the SOA paradigm,
i.e.: the specifics of the resulting service-oriented components, connectors, and configuration. In ad-
dition, we provide a formal definition of the proposed architectural components so that their semantics
are non ambiguous and can be easily leveraged for the implementation of supporting technologies.
A significant part of the CHOReOS project is particularly dedicated to the implementation of technolo-
gies supporting the development of service-oriented systems according to the CHOReOS architectural
style. Further, acknowledging the fact that the definition of the style needs to be assessed against the
lessons learned from the implementation, this document reports on the definition of the style after it
has been informed by the development of the technologies that are integrated within the CHOReOS
IDRE, while the early definition of the architectural style introduced in Deliverable [90] informed the
development of the CHOReOS technologies. To make the link between the CHOReOS architectural
style and CHOReOS IDRE explicit, Chapter 5 concludes the document by sketching the key features






2 CHOReOS Components: Abstracting Services
The definition of CHOReOS components constitute one of the three main parts of the CHOReOS
architectural style that we propose towards addressing the main FI challenges, i.e., scalability, hetero-
geneity, mobility, and awareness & adaptability.
Concerning, heterogeneity and mobility we provide a generic, unified formal model of services. The
purpose of this service model is:
• To capture the service-related information that is needed to represent both Business and Thing-
based services, while abstracting the specificities of particular service paradigms, standards and
technologies, so that services can in particular be dynamically bound to according to their seman-
tics rather than their underlaying technology.
• To become the common ground for the overall CHOReOS development process and the methods,
tools and middleware that support this process.
Regarding scalability, and awareness & adaptability, we formally define the concept of service ab-
stractions, which represent groups of alternative services that provide similar functional/non-functional
properties through different interfaces. These formal definitions capture the information of a correspond-
ing abstractions model, whose purpose is:
• To enable, together with the generic service model, searching and browsing the plentitude of
services that become available in the FI, thereby addressing scalability.
• To enable the dynamic substitution of services with other services that provide similar
functional/non-functional properties, thereby addressing adaptability.
Hereafter, we use the term CHOReOS (service-oriented) component model to refer to both the
CHOReOS service model and the CHOReOS abstractions model. As anticipated, the initial version
of the proposed component model that we proposed in D1.3 did not fully cover the needs raised by
the overall CHOReOS development process and the methods, tools & middleware that support this
process. In particular, two main issues came up from the development of the CHOReOS IDRE:
• To refine the CHOReOS component model with definitions that concern Thing-based service
types and instances.
• To refine the CHOReOS component model with definitions of components that are needed for the
consistent, non-disruptive and scalable service adaptation.
The issues revealed from the development of the CHOReOS IDRE became, thus, the driving force for
the revision of the proposed component model. These issues and the corresponding refined concepts
of the model are further detailed in the rest of this chapter. More specifically, in Section 2.1, we begin
with the revised definitions of the service model that have been introduced in D1.3 [90] and we proceed
with the refinements of these definitions for Thing-based services. In Section 2.2, we start with the
definitions of functional/non-functional abstractions and we discuss their role in service discovery, as




Service type : s = (n, p, l, c, i, ir, C) (2.1)
Interface : i = (n, p,O) (2.2)
Operation : op = (n, p, In,Out, pre, post) (2.3)
Service instance : si = (n, i, uri, d, nf) (2.4)
(2.5)
Table 2.1: Definitions & notations related to CHOReOS components
2.1. CHOReOS Service Model
In this section, we provide the formal definitions of the CHOReOS service model. The model accounts
for the heterogeneity of services to be aggregated in the FI, while acknowledging that services are
essentially (if not uniquely) Web-based at the (Future) Internet level although Web-based services are
called to evolve to face the FI challenges (e.g., see next chapter on the need to deal with diverse
interaction paradigms). The proposed service model was derived based on a detailed survey of the two
major service paradigms, namely the WS* paradigm and the RESTful paradigm. The interested reader
may refer to D1.3 [90] for further details regarding this survey. In the rest of this section, we provide the
formal definitions of the CHOReOS service model that have been initially proposed in D1.3, and then
we give their refinements for the case of Thing-based services.
2.1.1. Core Service Model
In this section, we recall the general paradigm-independent definitions (Table 2.1) of the concepts that
constitute the CHOReOS service model. The model revises the original definition introduced in [90]
according to the related definition of well-known semantic services technologies like OWL-S, SA-WSDL,
WSMO, etc (see D1.3 for further details [90]). The model definition also accounts for the definition of
the networked system model that is introduced in [19] to enable emergent middleware that supports
on-the-fly interoperability in complex distributed systems. The rationale for the proposed definition is
that the purpose of the CHOReOS service model is to provide a more abstract, unified view of relevant
service technologies, rather than providing yet another specific technology.
Definition 1 (Service type) Let Ω denote an infinitely countable set of domains and Σ denote an in-
finitely countable set of names. Then, a service type s = (n, p, l, c, i, ir, C) is defined as a tuple that
consists of:
• A name, s.n ∈ Σ, that characterizes the service type.
• An optional service profile, s.p, such that dom(s.p) ∈ Ω, that corresponds to a user-intuitive expla-
nation of s; depending on the standard used, this can vary between a simple textual description,
a list of keywords, a more advanced description (e.g., DAML/OWL-S/SAWSDL) or any other de-
scription.
• A style, s.l such that dom(s.l) = {WS∗, RESTful} ∈ Ω, which refers to whether s conforms to
the WS∗ or to the RESTful paradigm.
• A port type name s.c such that dom(s.c) ∈ Σ, which specifies the type of middleware-layer con-
nector via which the component interacts (see Chapter 3 on CHOReOS connectors for detail).
• A provided interface, s.i, dom(s.i) ∈ Ω, that specifies the functionalities provided by s.
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• A required interface, s.ir, dom(s.ir) ∈ Ω, that specifies the functionalities required by s.
• A set of capabilities s.C, , such that dom(s.C) ∈ Ω, where each element of s.C is a pair (f, L)
that defines a valid conversation L (expressed as an LTS over s.i and s.ir) with the service s, to
provide a given high-level functionality f ∈ Σ.
Definition 2 (Service interface) A service interface i = (n, p,O) is defined as a tuple that comprises:
• A name, i.n ∈ Σ, which characterizes the interface.
• An optional profile, i.p, such that dom(i.p) ∈ Ω, that corresponds to a user-intuitive explanation of
the interface.
• A set of operations, i.O = {op1, . . . , op|i.O|}, that correspond to different functionalities provided
through the interface. Note that this set may contain overloaded operations, i.e., operations with
the same name and different input and output parameters.
Definition 3 (Interface operation) An interface operation op = (n, p, In,Out, pre, post) is a tuple that
consists of:
• A name, op.n ∈ Σ, for the operation.
• An optional profile, op.p, such that dom(op.p) ∈ Ω that contains a user-intuitive explanation of the
operation.
• A set of input parameters, op.In = {p1, . . . , p|op.In|} and a set of output parameters op.Out =
{p1, . . . , p|op.Out|}. The set of output parameters may consist of a subset, op.N ⊆ op.Out, that
comprises output parameters produced during the normal execution of the operation and a sub-
set, op.Ex ⊆ op.Out, that comprises output parameters produced in exceptional situations. A
parameter pi ∈ op.In ∪ op.Out is generally defined as a tuple, pi = (n, p, t), that consists of a
name, pi.n ∈ Σ, an optional profile, pi.p such that dom(pi.p) ∈ Ω, and a type/domain pi.t ∈ Ω.
• An optional pre-condition, op.pre, that must hold for the correct execution of the operation. The
pre-condition is generally defined as a predicate over the operation’s constituent elements.
• An optional post-condition, op.post, that shall hold after the correct execution of the operation. As
in the case of the pre-condition, the post-condition is generally defined as a predicate over the
operation’s constituent elements.
Definition 4 (Service/Component instance) Let s = (n, p, l, c, i, ir, C) be a type of services that fol-
lows the previous definitions. Then, a particular service instance (hereafter we also use the term ser-
vice to refer to an instance of a service type) si = (n, s, uri, d, nf) is defined as a tuple that consists
of:
• A service name, si.n ∈ Σ.
• The service type si.s that is implemented by si.
• An endpoint address, si.uri such that dom(si.uri) ∈ Ω.
• An optional description of implementation/middleware related details that defines the specific con-
nector instance for si.s.c, which is used by the service for its interactions with the environment
(e.g., the protocol used for accessing the service functionalities, the message format, etc.).
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Figure 2.1: Weather services for the passenger friendly airport use case.
• An optional description of non-functional properties that characterize si. Specifically, the non-
functional description si.nf = [qp1, . . . , qp|nf |] is a vector of quality properties, where each prop-
erty si.nf [qpi] = (qi, value) is a tuple that consists of a quality indicator qi ∈ Q that belongs in
a domain of quality indicators Q ∈ Ω and a value ∈ dom(qi) that belongs to the corresponding
quality indicator domain. In general, we do not restrict the non-functional characterization of ser-
vices to a standard domain of quality indicators; on the contrary, we employ this formulation to
allow flexibility on this kind of descriptions. Nevertheless, we can distinguish between runtime
quality indicators such as reliability, availability, reputation, price, performance [4], design quality
indicators such as different kinds of cohesion for service interfaces discussed in [11], and finally
physical properties that typically characterize Thing-based services.
Taking a concrete example, in the passenger friendly airport use case of WP6, we may have several
services that can play different roles specified in the choreographies involved (e.g., Airport, Weather
forecast, ATC, Luggage handling company, Security company, etc.). Figure 2.1, for instance, shows two
similar services, i.e., WeatherService and WeatherForecastService, which serve for reporting
the weather. These services could be used to play the weather service role of the passenger friendly
airport choreography. Then, the interface specifications of these services that conform to the pro-
posed service model are given in Figure 2.2(a) and (b). In particular, WeatherService provides the
getWeather operation, which reports, for a given date and location, the values of a given set of weather
properties. Specifically, the input parameters of this operation comprise a location (e.g., Athens, Paris)
and a date. The input parameters further comprise a list of WeatherProperty elements. Each
WeatherProperty element is characterized by a propertyMeasure (e.g., temperature, humidity)
and a unit for this propertyMeasure (e.g., Fahrenheit, Celsius). The output parameters of the op-
eration comprise an overall weather status (e.g., sunny, cloudy) and a list of WeatherPropertyValue
elements. Each such element is characterized by a propertyMeasure (e.g., temperature) and the
value of this property (e.g., 19 C). The interfaces do not include profile specifications since there is no
such information available.
On the other hand, the WeatherForecast service provides two operations. The
getWeatherForecast operation reports for a given date the values of a given set of weather proper-
ties, at a given set of locations. Specifically, the input parameters of this operation comprise a date and
a list of ForecastSpecification elements. Each ForecastSpecification element is charac-
terized by a location (e.g., Athens, Paris), a measure (e.g., temperature, humidity) and a unit for
this measure (e.g., Fahrenheit, Celsius). The output parameters of the operation consists of an overall





Figure 2.2: Examples of CHOReOS component interface specifications for weather services.
characterized by a location, a measure (e.g., temperature) and the value of this measure (e.g., 19 C).
The getWeatherForecastOnDemand operation, reports weather changes by sending information to
a given URL. Hence, its input parameters comprise only the given URL, while its output parameters are
empty. The interface does not include a profile specification.
Figure 2.3 gives a more technical view that shows how the service model specifications are repre-
sented in the CHOReOS service base [92, 88], which is developed in WP2. In particular, Figure 2.3(a)
shows information concerning the AirportService type, which provides the Airport interface. The
provided information comprises the operations of the Airport interface, the inputs/outputs for each
operation and the URL of the capabilities specification of the AirportService. Figure 2.3(b) shows
information concerning a service instance of the AirportService type. The provided information
comprises the endpoint address and the non-functional properties that characterize the service in-
stance.
2.1.2. Service Model Refinements for Thing-Based Services
An important aspect of the CHOReOS service model is to provide means for the specification of Thing-
based services. The Internet of Things view [96], is a core challenge of the FI, which is expected to
comprise an ultra large number of devices that will provide computing and communication capabilities,
allowing them to interact with their surrounding environment (including the physical world) and the
opposite. Given the large variety and the heterogeneity of Things, the service oriented paradigm is





Figure 2.3: Examples of CHOReOS component specifications in the AoSBM.
In CHOReOS, services may be traditional Business services as well as Thing-based services. In
the initial CHOReOS middleware prototype, the Thing-based services that are supported are RESTful
services; however, they may as well be WS∗. Still, Thing-based services are characterized by a number
of specific properties, which refer to the relation with the physical world that they enable, as implemented
by the CHOReOS Thing-based service-oriented middleware [88]:
• ServiceType: specifies the type of a particular Thing-based service.
• PhysicalConcept : defines the particular physical concept that is measured or acted upon by the
Thing-based service.
• ThingType : specifies the type of the sensor/actuator that is abstracted by the Thing-based ser-
vice.
• DataType: specifies the type of the data that is measured by/provided to/ the Thing-based service.
• Units: defines the specific units that are used for the measurements/actuations, according to a
particular metrics system.
• ServiceAddress: defines the unique address of the Thing-based service.
• Location: defines the location of the Thing-based service.
• Accuracy : specifies the accuracy of the measurements/actuations produced by the Thing-based
service.
• Range: defines the range of the sensing/actuation.
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Thing Service Type : t = (n, p, l, c, i, ǫ, ǫ) (2.6)
s.t. t.n ∈ dom(ServiceType) ∧
t.p = (phc, snt) ∈ dom(PhysicalConcept)× dom(ThingType) ∧
t.l ∈ WS∗, RESTful
(2.7)
Table 2.2: Thing-based Service Type definition.
• DeviceID: specifies the unique identifier of the hosting device.
Given the aforementioned Thing-related properties, we refine below the CHOReOS service model so
as to reflect these properties. On the one hand, the first five properties relate to the notion of service
type (Definition 1). On the other hand, the last five properties relate to the notion of service instance
(Definition 4). Consequently, we employ the first five properties to refine the definition of the notion of
service type, towards the definition of the notion of Things-based service type. Moreover, we employ
the last five properties to refine the definition of the notion of service instance, towards the definition of
the notion of Thing-based service instance.
Definition 5 (Thing service type) Let Ω denote an infinitely countable set of domains and Σ de-
note an infinitely countable set of names. Then, a Thing-based service type is a service type
t = (n, p, l, c, i, ir, C) that satisfies the following constraints (Table 2.2):
• The name of the service type, t.n ∈ Σ, belongs to the domain of the ServiceType property,
dom(ServiceType).
• The profile of the service type is a tuple t.p = (phc, snt) that consists of:
• The physical concept, t.p[phc], that is measured or acted upon. Hence, the physical concept
t.p[phc] belongs to the domain of the PhysicalConcept property, dom(PhysicalConcept).
• The thing type, t.p[snt], that is abstracted by t. Therefore, the sensor/actuator type t.p[snt]
belongs to the domain of the ThingType property, dom(ThingType).
• The style of the service type t.l ∈ {WS∗, RESTful} (although the first CHOReOS prototype
focuses on RESTful Thing-based services).
• The port type s.c specifies the type of middleware-layer connector through which the Thing is
accessed.
• The service type defines the interface t.i used to access the Thing.
• The service type does not include any required interface, i.e., t.ir = ǫ.
• The service type does not expose any high-level capability, i.e., t.C = ǫ.
Definition 6 (Thing service instance) Let t = (n, p, l, c, i, ǫ, ǫ) be a Thing-based service type that fol-
lows Definition 5. A Thing-based service instance of t is defined as a a tuple ti = (n, t, uri, d, nf) that
conforms with the following constraints (Table 2.3):




Thing Service Instance : ti = (n, t, uri, d, nf,R) (2.8)
s.t. ti.n ∈ dom(ServiceName) ∧
ti.uri ∈ dom(ServiceAddress) ∧
ti.d ∈ dom(DeviceID) ∧
ti.nf = [loc, accu, range] ∧
ti.nf [loc] ∈ dom(Location) ∧
ti.nf [accu] ∈ dom(Accuracy) ∧
ti.nf [range] ∈ dom(Range)
(2.9)
Table 2.3: Thing-based Service Instance definition.
• The interface t.i of the service type t is implemented by ti.
• The endpoint address, ti.uri, of the service instance belongs to the domain of the ServiceAddress
property, dom(ServiceAddress).
• The implementation related details, ti.d, of the service instance comprise the identifier of the
hosting device. Hence, ti.d belongs to the domain of the DeviceID property, dom(DeviceID).
• The description of non-functional properties that characterize ti is a vector ti.nf =
[loc, accu, range] that comprises three properties:
• The first property, ti.nf [loc], is the location of ti. Hence, ti.nf [loc] belongs to the domain of
the Location property, dom(Location).
• The second property, ti.nf [accu], is the accuracy of ti. Therefore, ti.nf [accu] belongs to the
domain of the Accuracy property, dom(Accuracy).
• The third property, ti.nf [range], is the sensing/actuation range of ti. Thus, ti.nf [range]
belongs to the domain of the Range property, dom(Range).
2.2. CHOReOS Abstractions Model
The concepts that constitute the CHOReOS abstractions model are employed to facilitate service dis-
covery and service adaptation. In this section, we first recall the formal definitions of the core concepts
of the CHOReOS abstractions model that were introduced in D1.3 [90] and discuss their role in service
discovery. Following, we refine the proposed abstractions model by introducing the formal definition of
functional abstraction services, whose purpose is to facilitate service adaptation. Specifically, a func-
tional abstraction service is derived from the specification of a corresponding functional abstraction.
It realizes the abstract interface of the functional abstraction. Through this interface, the functional
abstraction service provides unified access to the services that are represented by the functional ab-
straction. The unified access relies on the mappings between the abstract interface and the interfaces of
the represented services, which are also part of the functional abstraction specification. The mappings
are (re)configurable, allowing thus, to change dynamically the represented services that are accessed
via the functional abstraction service.
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Functional abstraction : fa = (i, R,M, anc, desc) (2.10)
Mapping between fa.I and ri ∈ fa.R : mrii = (mop,MIn,MOut) (2.11)
Operation mapping : mrii .mop : fa.i.O → rii.O (2.12)
Inputs mapping between op ∈ fa.I.O and mop(op) : min : op.In → mrii .mop(op).In (2.13)
Outputs mapping between op ∈ fa.I.O and mop(op) : mout : op.Out → mrii .mop(op).Out(2.14)
Non− functional abstraction : nfa = (nf,R, anc, desc) (2.15)
Table 2.4: Definitions related to the CHOReOS abstractions.
2.2.1. Core Abstractions Model
In the CHOReOS architectural style, we assume that information about services is organized in the
CHOReOS Abstraction-oriented Service Base (AoSB). The realization of the abstraction-oriented ser-
vice base is the CHOReOS AoSBM (AoSB Management) component that is developed within WP2 and
that is provided as part of the CHOReOS XSD middleware service of WP3 (see [92, 88] for further
details). More formally, the abstraction-oriented service base is defined below.
Definition 7 (Abstraction-oriented service base) The CHOReOS abstraction-oriented service base
sb = (C,FA,NFA) is defined as a tuple that consists of:
• A set of service collections sb.C = {c1, . . . , c|sb.C|}. Each collection ci ∈ sb.C is a set of ser-
vice descriptions provided by a specific source. A source may be a service provider, a service
registry/portal, a distributed service discovery protocol, etc.
• A set of functional abstractions hierarchies sb.FA = {fa1, . . . , fa|sb.FA|}. Specifically, each ele-
ment fa ∈ sb.FA is the root functional abstraction of a corresponding hierarchy; the hierarchy is
mined from a particular collection of services c ∈ sb.C. Note that for a collection c ∈ sb.C there
may be more than one functional hierarchy, mined based on different realizations of the mining
process defined in Definition 9. Hence, we may have |sb.FA| 6= |sb.C|
• A set of non-functional abstractions hierarchies sb.NFA = {nfa1, . . . , nfa|sb.NFA|}. Specifically,
each element nfa ∈ sb.NFA is the root of a corresponding hierarchy; the hierarchy is mined from
a particular collection of services c ∈ sb.C. Again, for a collection c ∈ sb.C there may be more than
one non-functional hierarchy, mined based on different realizations of the mining process defined
in Definition 12. Hence, we may have |sb.NFA| 6= |sb.C|
Functional abstractions
As discussed in D1.3 [90], a functional abstraction represents a set of services. The notion of functional
abstraction is employed to enable scalable service discovery; a query for a required service can be
matched against a functional abstraction, instead of being matched against each one of the represented
services. The notion of functional abstraction is further employed to enable service substitution; a
choreography that is developed based on a functional abstraction can be easily reconfigured to use
any of the services that are represented by the abstraction. Following, we recall the formal definition of
functional abstraction (Table 2.4).
Definition 8 (Functional abstraction) Given a service base sb, we define a functional abstraction
fa = (i, R,M, anc, desc) ∈ sb.FA that is reverse engineered from a collection of services c ∈ sb.C
as a tuple that comprises the following elements:
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• A set of services fa.R = {si1, . . . , si|fa.R|}, which are represented by fa.
• An abstract interface, fa.i, whose operations correspond to common/similar operations offered by
the interfaces of the represented services fa.R.
• A set of mappings, fa.M = {ms1 , . . . ,ms|fa.R|}, between the abstract interface fa.i and the (pro-
vided) interfaces of the represented services. Specifically a mapping msi = (mop,MIn,MOut) ∈
fa.M between fa.i and the (provided) interface rii of a represented service si is defined as a
tuple that consists of:
• A function mrii .mop : fa.i.O → rii.O between the operations fa.i.O of the abstract interface
and the operations rii.O of the represented interface.
We assume that the mapping mrii .mop is well-formed if the following conditions hold for each
pair of mapped operations op ∈ fa.i.O and mrii .mop(op) ∈ rii.O [60]:
1) op.pre ⇒ mrii .mop(op).pre
2) mrii .mop(op).post ⇒ op.post
• A set of mappings mrii .MIn between the input parameters of mapped operations and a set
of mappings mrii .MOut between the output parameters of mapped operations. In particular,
given the mapping mrii .mop : fa.i.O → rii.O between the operations fa.i.O of the abstract
interface and the operations rii.O of the represented interface rii, for each pair of mapped
operations op ∈ fa.i.O and mrii .mop(op) ∈ rii.O we have:
∗ mrii .MIn contains a function min : op.In → mrii .mop(op).In for the inputs of the mapped
operations.
We assume that min is well-formed if for every pair of mapped input parameters p ∈ op.In
and min(p) the type of p is a sub-type of the type of min(p) [60].
∗ mrii .MOut contains a function mout : op.Out → mrii .mop(op).Out for the outputs of the
mapped operations.
With respect to the Liskov & Wing co-variance rule [60], we assume that mout is well-
formed if for every pair of mapped output parameters p ∈ op.Out and mout(p) the type of
mout(p) is a subtype of the type of p.
• In general, certain subsets of the services that are represented by fa may be further orga-
nized with respect to lower-level functional abstractions. Hence, fa is further characterized
by a set of such lower-level abstractions, fa.desc. Moreover, the services that are repre-
sented by fa may be a subset of services organized with respect to a higher-level functional
abstraction fa.anc.
As already discussed in D1.3 [90], the well-formedness rules that we assume in the definition of func-
tional abstractions do not guarantee strict behavioral compatibility between the represented services.
The issue of behavioral compatibility is dealt in detail for each choreography that is synthesized, as
part of the choreography synthesis process (see D2.2 [92] for further details). In addition, advanced
behavioral compatibility relations based on mediation may be considered for greater flexibility in the def-
inition of abstractions. This also includes accounting for possible knowledge about the ontology-based
semantics of service operations so as to infer n-m mappings between operations, instead of simple
1-1 mappings, as investigated within the FP7 ICT Future and Emerging technology project CONNECT
(see https://www.connect-forever.eu/) [8]. However, the elicitation of semantic-aware and
mediation-based functional abstractions is area for future development of CHOReOS solutions, while
current CHOReOS technologies support functional abstractions based on 1-1 mappings for operations
and strong behavioral simulation.
Returning to the example of the services that can play the role of the weather service in the pas-
senger friendly airport use case (Figure 2.1), we observe that the interfaces of the services offer a
pair of very similar operations. In particular, the getWeather operation of WeatherService and the
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Figure 2.4: A functional abstraction for weather services.
Figure 2.5: Operation mappings for the weather service abstraction.
Figure 2.6: Parameter mappings for the weather service abstraction.
getWeatherForecast operation of WeatherForecastService report the values of a required set
of weather properties for a given date. The only difference between these operations is that the former
can report the values of the required weather properties for a single location that is given as input to the
operation, while the latter can do the same task for multiple locations. Hence, there is an opportunity
for defining a functional abstraction that represents these two services. A possible interface for this ab-
straction is given in Figure 2.4. In particular, the abstract service interface that represents the interfaces
of the two services comprises a single operation named abstractGetWeather. The mapping of the
abstract interface to the interfaces of the two services is rather straightforward and is given in Figure 2.5.
Finally, Figure 2.6 gives an example of a mapping between the input/output parameters of the abstract
operation abstractGetWeather and the input/output parameters of the getWeatherForecast op-
eration of WeatherForecastService.
Figure 2.7 gives a more technical view of the representation of functional abstraction specifications
in the CHOReOS abstraction-oriented service base [92, 88]. In particular, the figure shows a func-
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Figure 2.7: Functional abstraction representation in the AoSBM.
tional abstraction that represents a set of services, which can play the Airport role in the passenger
friendly airport use case. The information that is provided includes the abstract interface, the repre-
sented services and the mappings between the abstract interface and the interfaces of the represented
services.
Although the definition of a functional abstraction seems easy for the two services of our example,
in the general case, this task is not straightforward. Consequently, in CHOReOS, as part of WP2
we provide methods for mining functional abstractions out of a given set of available services. Further
details concerning these methods are given in D2.1 [87]. However, we recall below the general definition
of the functional abstractions mining process that was introduced in D1.3 [90].
Definition 9 (Functional abstraction recovery) The recovery of functional abstractions is realized by
an operation ProduceFH that accepts as input a collection of services c ∈ sb.C that belong to the
service base sb and computes a hierarchy of functional abstractions fa, which is then included in
sb.FA, i.e., ProduceFH : sb.C → sb.FA.
Non-functional abstractions
As discussed in D1.3 [90], a non-functional abstraction is a group of services that is characterized by
a vector of quality properties, as it is done in the case of individual services. In general, the value of
each non-functional property may be a combination of statistics like Mean/StdDevRange/Median that
characterize the distribution of the quality property values that characterize the grouped services. The
non-functional abstractions can be used to organize the services of a particular collection c ∈ sb.C that
belongs to the abstraction-oriented service base sb. Moreover, they can be employed to organize the
services fa.R that are represented by a functional abstraction fa ∈ sb.FA.
Taking the example of the weather services, suppose our quality properties are reputation, price and
availability. Moreover, assume that WeatherService, WeatherForecastService and a third ser-
vice MeteoService are characterized by corresponding quality properties, the values of which are
given in Figure 2.8. Then, a non-functional abstraction that represents these three services could be
characterized by the average value of reputation, the maximum price, and the minimum availability
(i.e., [reputation = −0.1, price = 55EURO, availability = 0, 8]). Nevertheless, often the designers
or the domain experts that lookup for services do not really care about concrete quality property val-
ues. Instead, they may be interested in higher level, end-user friendly quality characterizations (e.g.,
[reputation = neutral, price = cheap, availability = acceptable]) [12]. For that reason, in the case of
non-functional abstractions in [90], we introduced the concept of domain hierarchies that characterize
quality indicators, which is given below.
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Figure 2.8: Non-functional properties for the weather services
Definition 10 (Domain hierarchy) Let Q denote a countable set of quality indicators of interest and Ω
denote an infinitely countable set of domains. Each quality indicator q ∈ Q is characterized by a concrete
domain dom(q) ∈ Ω. The domain can be a discrete or dense set of acceptable values for the quality
indicator (e.g., the quality indicator reliability can have values in the dense domain of [0..1]). Then, a
domain hierarchy H = {δ1, . . . , δ|H|} for q is a finite list of domains {δ1, . . . , δn} such that δ1 = dom(q).
The following constraints are further required for these domains:
• For every pair of domains δlow, δhigh such that low < high (i.e., δlow is found lower in the hierarchy
than δhigh), a total, onto ancestor function is defined for their members α
δhigh
δlow
: δlow → δhigh.
• ∀i < j < k, x ∈ δi, y ∈ δj , z ∈ δk|α
δj
δi











We say that a domain δhigh is more general, or subsumes, or dominates another domain δlow in the




Intuitively, a domain hierarchy is a list of abstraction levels, each providing more abstract characteri-
zations of the values of the domains found lower in the hierarchy. The lower a position in the hierarchy’s
list, the more detailed the domain is. The values of the domains in the hierarchy are mapped to each
other via an ancestor function α. We require that α is (a) a function, (b) total and (c) onto. In other
words, all the values of a lower domain are mapped to a higher level and the values of higher levels in
the hierarchy always have descendants. Also, we require that there is a consistency constraint between
the members of the domains. Specifically, since one can ascend from level say δ2 to level δ5 either
directly, via the function αδ5δ2 or via the composition of different functions over the intermediate levels,
we require that the result of all these paths over the values of the involved domains result in the same
value in δ5. By definition, a more general domain abstraction has at the most the same cardinality with a
detailed one. Note also that the inverse of α is not a function. Finally, well-formed hierarchies map con-
tinuous ranges of detailed values to abstract values. Equivalently, a well-formed abstraction imposes
an equivalence relation that partitions the detailed domain in continuous ranges of values.
In our example that involves the weather services that can be used in the passenger friendly airport
use case, we can employ the domain hierarchies that are given in Figure 2.9. The dotted edges signify
the ranges of the ancestor functions between two levels. Observe that the lowest level is dense whereas
the others are discrete, without any theoretical problems. Also, observe that the ancestor function
involves ranges which is a typically expected case for domains where an ordering can be defined with
an intuitive manner, but not obligatory.
Based on the previous concepts, we recall below the formal definition of non-functional abstractions
that was introduced in [90].
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Figure 2.9: Domain hierarchies for reputation, price and availability
Definition 11 (Non-functional abstraction) Given a set of quality indicators Q = {q1, . . . , q|Q|} (each
quality indicator qi ∈ Q is characterized by a concrete domain dom(qi) ∈ Ω) and a set of domain
hierarchies SH = {H1, . . . H|SH |} defined for the set of quality indicators Q, a non-functional abstraction
nfa ∈ sb.NFA is defined as a tuple nfa = (nf,R, anc, desc) where:
• nfa.R is the set of the services represented by nfa.
• nfa.nf = [qp1, . . . , qp|nf |] is a vector of quality properties, where each property nfa.nf [qpi] =
(qi, value) is a tuple that consists of a quality indicator qi ∈ Q and a value ∈ δqi , the domain of
which belongs to the domain hierarchy Hi ∈ SH that corresponds to the quality indicator qi.




(s.nf [qpi].value). In other words, all the services of the non-functional abstraction are
characterized by the same abstract values for all their quality indicators.
• Certain subsets of the services that are represented by nfa may be further organized with respect
to lower-level non-functional abstractions. Hence, nfa is further characterized by a set of such
lower-level abstractions, nfa.desc. Moreover, the services that are represented by nfa may be a
subset of services organized with respect to a higher-level functional abstraction nfa.anc.
Going back to our example, based on the non-functional properties of the weather services of
Figure 2.8 and the domain hierarchies of Figure 2.9, it is possible to define a non-functional ab-
straction that groups the three services with the characterization [reputation = neutral, price =
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Figure 2.10: Non-functional abstraction representation in the AoSBM.
affordable, availability = acceptable]. Moreover, it is possible to define two different abstractions,
one for representing WeatherForecaseService and MeteoService with the characterization
[reputation = zero − knowledge, price = affordable, availability = acceptable] and the second one
that represents only WeatherService with the characterization [reputation = bad−mouthed, price =
affordable, availability = acceptable].
A more technical view of the representation of non-functional abstraction specifications in the
CHOReOS abstraction-oriented service base [92, 88] is given in Figure 2.10. Specifically, the fig-
ure shows a non-functional abstraction that represents service instances with the characterization
[responce− time = fast, availability = high].
As in the case of functional abstractions, D2.1 [87] comprises methods for mining non-functional
abstractions out of existing services. Below, we recall the general definition of this mining process,
which was introduced in D1.3 [90].
Definition 12 (Non-functional abstraction recovery) The recovery of non-functional abstractions is
realized by an operation ProduceNFH that accepts as input either a collection of services c ∈ sb.C
that belong to the abstraction-oriented service base sb or a set of services that are represented by a
functional abstraction nfa ∈ sb.FA and computes a hierarchy of non-functional abstractions nfa, which
is included in sb.NFA, i.e., ProduceNFH : sb.C
⋃
∀fa∈sb.FA({fa.R}) → sb.NFA.
2.2.2. Abstraction-Driven Discovery of Services
Following, we recall the definitions of the main functionalities that concern the management of the
abstraction-oriented service base that were introduced in D1.3 [90]. The details concerning the realiza-
tion of these functionalities are discussed in D2.1 [87] and D2.2 [92].
Definition 13 (Service registration) The registration of services information in the abstraction-
oriented service base sb = (C,FA,NFA) is realized by an operation Register : Src → sb.C that
may accept as input a source selected from a set of known sources Src that provide information about
services. Then, the operation constructs a new collection of services by retrieving information about
available services from the source. Following service registration, the new collection can be organized
with respect to the mining processes, defined in Definitions 9 and 12.
Definition 14 (Refreshment) The refreshment of a collection that already exists in the abstraction-
oriented service base sb = (C,FA,NFA) is realized by an operation Refresh : Src× sb.C → sb.C that
accepts as input the collection and the source used for producing the collection. Then, the operation
upgrades the contents of the existing collection. This task may further trigger the upgrade of related
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Figure 2.11: A WSBQL query for airport services.
abstractions hierarchies. If the abstractions hierarchies radically change (i.e., new abstractions are
introduced in the hierarchies) the previous versions may be kept either for a limited time or for as long
as they are needed (i.e., there exist choreographies that rely on these hierarchies).
Definition 15 (Service lookup) Executing a query over the abstraction-oriented service base sb =
(C,FA,NFA) involves an operation executeLookupQuery : domq → P (sb.FA) × P (sb.NFA) that ac-
cepts as input a query expression q ∈ domq, such that domq ∈ Ω. The lookup returns a set of func-
tional abstractions and a set of non-functional abstractions that meet the (functional/non-functional)
constraints, specified in q. A query expression to the abstraction-oriented service base is a tuple
q=(φST ,φS), where:
• φST is an expression that specifies constraints over the properties of the service types, stored in
the service base.
• φS is an expression over the properties of the service instances, stored in the service base.
The syntax and semantics of the query are further detailed in D2.2 [92], where we propose the WS-
BQL language that realizes the proposed approach. To give an idea of how the querying is done,
Figure 2.11 gives a WSBQL query expression for services that can play the Airport role of the passen-
ger friendly airport use case. In this query, we have an expression on the properties of the interface
that is searched; the name of the interface should be similar to Airport. Moreover, we have two
expressions over the operations of the interface to be provided by the service being sought; the inter-
face should expose an operation, whose name is similar to Landing and another one, whose name
is similar to Amenities1. Finally, we have an expression over the required non-functional properties;
the Availability of the services should be High. The results of the query should be grouped with
respect to the abstractions that represent the retrieved services. A more technical view that shows the
execution of the query of Figure 2.11 in the AoSBM is given in Figure 2.12.
2.2.3. Abstraction-Driven Service Adaptation
The issue of dynamic reconfiguration became a hot topic back in the 90’s. The main objective of dy-
namic reconfiguration is to perform changes to a running system, so as to deal with dynamically evolving
aspects that relate to the system. Such aspects may be the functional/non-functional requirements that
1The semantics of the ”like” operator in WSBQL are the same with the semantics of the SQL ”like” operator [92].
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Figure 2.12: WSBQL execution in AoSBM.
should be satisfied by the system, the functional/non-functional properties of the components/connec-
tors that constitute the system, properties of the execution environment where the system operates, etc.
The changes that may be performed typically involve adding, removing, or substituting components/-
connectors of the running system [58].
In CHOReOS, we consider service choreographies as the main paradigm for developing systems in
the Future Internet. In this context, we investigate the role of abstractions in choreography adaptation;
we more specifically investigate the adaptation of choreographies through the replacement of services
with other substitute services based on functional abstractions.
The rest of this section is structured as follows. First, we revisit the seminal work of Kramer & Magee,
who introduced a fundamental set of properties that should characterize a dynamic reconfiguration
process, so as to soundly manage changes in the configuration of a running system [51]. Then, we
extend this fundamental set of properties to deal with the specificities of the FI. Following, we discuss
the role of abstractions in choreography adaptation and more specifically related service substitution,
in relation to the previously mentioned extended set of properties.
Adaptation Properties
In [51], Kramer & Magee formally define the following set of fundamental properties that should char-
acterize a reconfiguration process, which soundly manages changes to the configuration of a running
system:
• Consistency : As said in [51]: ”changes should leave the system in a consistent state”. A con-
sistent state is one from which the system can continue providing correct service rather than
progressing towards an error state. The definition of consistent states for a particular system
involves specifying certain invariants (e.g., safety and liveness properties) that must hold during
the system’s execution. Moreover, defining consistent states relates to the specification of a fault
model regarding elements that constitute the system.
• Minimal disruption: As said in [51]: ”changes should minimize the disruption to the system”. In




In CHOReOS, we adapt and extend this fundamental set of properties to deal with choreography
adaptation based on service substitution, in the context of the FI:
• Consistency : The substitution of a service should leave the services that depend on the sub-
stituted service in a consistent state. A consistent state for a service is a state from which the
service can continue operating correctly.
• Minimal disruption: Substituting a service should not cause the suspension of the whole choreog-
raphy.
• Scalability : The architectural elements that are in charge of the adaptation should be decentral-
ized. Moreover, the architectural elements that are in charge of the adaptation should not assume
global knowledge regarding the choreography structure. Finally, the complexity of the different
tasks of the adaptation should scale reasonably with respect to the entities involved in these
tasks.
The Role of Abstractions in Service Adaptation
Section 2.2.1 defines the notion of functional abstraction that represents a group of services, which
provide similar functionalities. The functional abstraction is characterized by an abstract interface and
mappings between this interface and the interfaces of the represented services. From the specification
of a functional abstraction, we derive a corresponding implementation, called functional abstraction ser-
vice, which facilitates the substitution of the services that are represented by the functional abstraction.
Specifically, substituting a service with another one implies changes to the services that depend on
the one that is substituted. This impact may be extremely large in the context of the FI. The notion of
functional abstraction service allows reducing this impact as required by the minimal disruption property.
The functional abstraction service hides from the dependent services the service that they depend on.
The dependent services use the service that they need, by invoking the functional abstraction service
that hides it, instead of invoking directly the service. In this setting, the hidden service can be substituted
with another one, without affecting the dependent services.
In a sense, a functional abstraction is a meta-service type, while a functional abstraction service is a
service type that is derived from it. More formally, we define the notion of functional abstraction service
as follows.
Definition 16 (Functional abstraction service) Given a functional abstraction fa =
(i, R,M, anc, desc), the corresponding functional abstraction service fast = (n, p, l, c, i, ir, C) is a
service type for which the following properties hold:
• fast uses the connector type fast.c that allows interacting with any service of the functional
abstraction, in the most general case fast.c is the GA multi-paradigm connector type that is intro-
duced in the next chapter.
• fast provides the interface fast.i that is a superset of the interface that is specified by fa, i.e.,
fa.i ⊂ fast.i.
• Besides the operations of fa.i, the interface fast.i comprises the following operations:
• The SetServiceInterface operation that (re)configures the interface hi of the service hsi ∈
fa.R that is hidden behind fast.
• The SetServiceInstance operation that (re)configures the URI, hsi.uri, of the service hsi ∈
fa.R that is hidden behind fast.
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• The SetCurrentMapping operation that (re)configures the mapping mhi ∈ fa.M that maps
the operations of fa.i to the operations of hi.
• Based on the mapping mhi ∈ fa.M , the realization of each operation op ∈ fast.i∩fi.i transforms
the invocations made to op to invocations of the mhi.mop(op) operation of the hidden interface hi.
• fast does not specify any required interfaces and hence fast.ir = ǫ
• fast does not specify any behavior and hence fast.C = ǫ
The notion of functional abstraction service allows substituting services without disrupting much the
services that use them. Nevertheless, consistency still remains an issue that should be dealt with. A
consistency problem that should be handled when substituting a service with another one concerns the
behavioral compatibility of the services involved. As already mentioned, the behavioral compatibility
of the services that synthesize a choreography is handled at the level of the choreography synthesis
process and therefore is not further discussed here (see D2.2 [92]).
Another consistency problem that should be handled, has to do with interactions that took place
with the service before the substitution. Several services may have used the substituted service to
obtain certain data, or perform certain tasks. The data that have been obtained, or the tasks that
have been performed may become invalid after the substitution. This situation can be avoided if it is
possible to transfer the state of the service to its substitute [34, 35]. In practice, assuming that services
expose state information is quite reasonable in the context of a particular organization or federation.
In the broader context of FI, we make a weaker assumption. More specifically, we assume that the
services are notified about the substitution of the services that they use. Given such a notification, each
service should maintain its local consistency. To realize this approach, we introduce the notion of impact
analyzers. In particular, each functional abstraction service is associated with an impact analyzer that
is responsible for changing the service that is hidden behind the functional abstraction service and
notifying the services that used the hidden service via the functional abstraction service.
Definition 17 (Impact Analyzer) The impact analyzer is a service type im = (n, p, l, c, i, ǫ, ǫ) that is
responsible for adapting the services hidden behind functional abstraction services. Specifically, each
impact analyzer instance is associated with a particular functional abstraction service instance, fasti.
It maintains a list of services, D, which depend on fasti. To this end, im provides an interface im.i,
which offers the following operations:
• The Register operation allows services to register themselves to D.
• The Unregister operation allows services to remove themselves from D.
• The Adapt operation substitutes the service that is hidden behind fasti with a given (behaviorally
compatible) substitute service. As part of this process, each registered service is notified about
the beginning and the end of the substitution. Following a notification, each registered service is
in charge of maintaining its local consistency.
Back to our example, Figure 2.13 gives a functional abstraction service that corresponds to the
functional abstraction of Figure 2.4. The interface of the AbstractWeatherService provides the
getWeather operation, along with the additional operations specified above. The service hides the
WeatherService and the WeatherForecastService. Invocations to the getWeather operation
are transformed to corresponding invocations of the operations that are offered by the hidden services
according to the mappings that are given in Figures 2.5 and 2.6. Moreover, Figure 2.13 shows the
impact analyzer that is associated with the AbstractWeatherService.
The last issue that should be discussed is scalability. In particular, the proposed approach does not
involve centralized architectural elements; services are hidden behind dedicated functional abstraction
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Figure 2.13: A functional abstraction service for the weather services.
services, which are in turn controlled by dedicated impact analyzer services. The impact analyzers do
not assume global knowledge of the services involved in a choreography; instead they are responsible
for notifying only the registered services. The three main adaptation tasks of the service adaptation
process are: the registration of services to the impact analyzers, the reconfiguration of the mappings
that are used by the functional abstraction services and the notification of the registered services. The
complexity of the first two tasks is constant, while the complexity of the last task is linear to the number
of the registered services.
To conclude, the main concepts of the service adaptation discussed in this section are realized as
part of the CHOReOS middleware. Further details concerning the technical aspects of the service
adaptation concepts are given in D3.2.2 [91].
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3 CHOReOS Connectors: Interoperability across
Interaction Paradigms
Following the definition of the CHOReOS component model and related service abstractions that en-
able the assembly of heterogeneous services within service-oriented systems, this chapter focuses on
the definition of core CHOReOS connectors, that is, the abstraction of the middleware-layer interaction
protocols that enable Future Internet services to interact. As outlined in the previous chapter and fur-
ther reported in former WP1 deliverables [86, 89, 90], the level of heterogeneity in distributed systems
has increased dramatically in the recent years and is expected to further increase in the Future Internet
context [19]. Indeed, complex distributed applications in the Future Internet are based on the open in-
tegration of extremely heterogeneous systems, such as lightweight embedded systems (e.g., sensors,
actuators and networks of them), mobile systems (e.g., smartphone applications), and resource-rich IT
systems (e.g., systems hosted on enterprise servers and Cloud infrastructures). Such heterogeneity im-
pacts significantly the definition of middleware-layer connectors to be used for the assembly of services
within complex distributed systems. The composed services differ in terms of interaction paradigms,
communication protocols, and data representation models, which are most often provided by supporting
middleware platforms. In particular, with regard to middleware-supported interaction, the client/server
(CS), publish/subscribe (PS), and tuple space (TS) paradigms are among the most widely employed
ones today, with numerous related middleware platforms. Those paradigms are further evolving towards
enabling interaction in the Internet of Things, which bring any Thing in the network, and in particular
Sensors and Actuators (S & A) able to interpret and act upon the physical world. Such evolution pri-
marily builds upon the core interaction paradigms CS, PS and TS, while also requiring support for both
discrete and continuous interactions over any of those paradigms.
As introduced in Deliverable D1.3 [90], the connector types associated with the CHOReOS architec-
tural style:
(i) Leverage the diversity of interaction paradigms associated with complex distributed systems, and
(ii) Enable cross-paradigm interaction to sustain interoperability in the highly heterogeneous Future
Internet.
The former aspect is addressed through the definition of the corresponding connector types. The latter
is concerned with solving architectural mismatches arising between connected components, for which
we introduce an automated solution so as to enable cross-domain interoperability in truly open and
dynamic systems. As surveyed in [47, 86, 46], existing cross-domain interoperability efforts are based
on either bridging communication protocols on a pairwise basis or making systems interact through an
intermediary reference protocol. The latter is in particular well illustrated by the ESB paradigm that
has proven successful for SOA. More precisely, services get connected to the ESB via a middleware
adapter, which adapts the middleware platform employed by the service to the common bus protocol,
and exposes on the bus a SOA interface for the system. However, ESB-based solutions are primarily
based on the CS paradigm. In general, state of the art interoperability solutions do not or only poorly
address interaction paradigm interoperability, although extensions such as event-driven SOA or ESB
supporting the PS paradigm partially tackle the issue. This is why, within CHOReOS, we introduce a
new connector type, called GA connector (GA stands for ”Generic Application (connector)), which over-
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comes the limitation of today’s ESB-based connectors for cross-domain interoperability in the Future
Internet.
Based on the above, this chapter details our systematic abstraction approach to interaction protocol
interoperability across paradigms. It considerably revises and extends the corresponding same chapter
of Deliverable D1.3 [90], while it is written to be self-contained. New contributions of the chapter include
the formalization of the base and GA connector types, the enhancement of these connector types with
continuous interactions through streaming, the introduction of a new method for actually constructing the
GA connector, and the formal verification of GA semantics with respect to base connector semantics.
This chapter relies on the following definitions:
1) In Section 3.2, we introduce base CS, PS and TS connector types, which formally characterize
today’s core interaction paradigms. The proposed types comprehensively cover the essential
semantics of the considered paradigms, based on a thorough survey of the related literature and
representative middleware instances.
2) In Section 3.3, we abstract further the three core connector types into a single Generic Application
(GA) connector type, which unifies the three types while paying particular attention to the preser-
vation of their interaction semantics. As a result, GA connectors support interactions among highly
heterogeneous services of the FI, and especially across domains. In particular, we show how the
GA connector implements cross-paradigm interoperability according to the semantics of the var-
ious paradigms that get composed, by relying on and further extending the method of protocol
conversion via projections [54]. This paves the way towards automated reasoning about, and
fostering of, interoperability between components/services at the middleware layer, with respect
to their respective interaction paradigms. In a complementary way, the next chapter deals with in-
teroperability at the choreography level (i.e., application layer) by accounting for the components’
respective behavioral specification.our goal
3) Up to this point, we concentrate on abstracting discrete interactions supported by state of the art
middleware protocols. However, continuous interactions, denoted by the generic term streaming,
are increasingly important in the Internet-connected world due to the exchange of content via
richer media and further interaction with and within the Internet of Things. Streaming protocols,
besides sharing the common characteristic of enabling continuous end-to-end data flows, may
have diverse control and data transfer semantics, which they actually borrow from the core inter-
action paradigms. Hence, we study continuous interactions on top of the base connector types in
Section 3.4.
Prior to the specification of the CHOReOS connector types, the next section briefly recalls the
main notions underlying the definition of connector types in an architectural style (mostly borrowed
from [5, 85, 47]), which was already introduced in Deliverable D1.3 [90], but is briefly repeated here so
that the required background is known to the reader and the document is self-contained. The section
furthermore introduces the viewpoints from which we are going to specify and analyze connectors in
the following sections.
3.1. Background on Connector Formalization
Formally and according to [5], the behavioral semantics of a connector is defined by a set of role
processes and a glue process where:
• The role processes (See Figure 3.1, ❶) specify the expected local behavior of each of the inter-
acting parties.















Figure 3.1: Components & Connector
In addition, the way that components use connectors to interact among them are specified by port
processes (See Figure 3.1, ❷, and Definition 1 in Chapter 2). Then, by specifying the behavior of
roles, glues, and ports using some process algebra (e.g., the authors of [83] use FSP processes [63]),
architectural matching and thus interoperability may be reasoned upon. Specifically, a component can
be attached to a connector only if its port is behaviorally compatible with the connector role it is bound
to. Allen and Garlan [5] define behavioral compatibility between a component port and a connector
role based on the notion of refinement. Informally, a component port is behaviorally compatible with a
connector role if the process specifying the behavior of the former refines the process characterizing
the latter. In other words, it should be possible to substitute the role process by the port process.
Note that interaction protocols inside distributed systems span both the application and middleware
layers, where we are setting our focus above the lower network layers and assume IP-based networking
environments. Both the application and middleware layers are sources of heterogeneity. The behav-
ior of a connector may then be defined as a hierarchical protocol that specifies the behavior of the
application-layer interaction protocol in terms of middleware-specific protocols [47]. In this chapter, we
concentrate on interoperability at the middleware layer, across heterogeneous middleware, and related
paradigms. Interaction interoperability at the application layer is addressed at the level of the overall
choreography, which is the focus of Chapter 4. Furthermore, specification of port processes for appli-
cation components is tackled in Chapter 2. Putting everything in one picture, components of Chapter
2 interact via application-layer connectors that coordinate among themselves via choreographies of
Chapter 4. This application-layer interaction relies on the underlying middleware-layer connectors of
the present Chapter. In particular, the connectors that we elicit in this chapter are abstract connectors
or connector types, since they represent middleware interaction paradigms. Connector types can be
refined into concrete connectors modeling existing middleware platforms.
Figure 3.2 depicts our overall approach to interoperability across interaction paradigms, which is a
significance over state of the art in the area of middleware interoperability, as existing solutions are lim-
ited to interoperability across protocols adhering to the same paradigm. While networked applications
(aka networked services) app A, app B, and app C rely on legacy interaction protocols (CS, PS, TS con-
nectors) and hence use their associated API to interact with their environment, these legacy protocols
are mapped onto associated primitives of the end-to-end GA connector toward sustaining interoper-
ability in the FI without sacrificing the protocols’ semantics. Then, internally to the GA connector, CS,
PS, TS protocol mismatches are solved based on the connector converter element. The next section
introduces the base connector types associated with the definition of the core interaction paradigms
encountered in today’s distributed systems. Then, as already indicated, Section 3.3 introduces the
CHOReOS-specific GA connector type, which allows for cross-paradigm interoperability based on the
mapping of base connector types to/from GA.
In the next sections, we specify each connector type by addressing several of its aspects from different
viewpoints:
1) We begin by discussing informally the connector type semantics. Semantics of interest include















Figure 3.2: GA-based connector interoperability
• Space coupling semantics determines how peers interconnected via the connector identify
each other and, consequently, how interaction elements (such as messages for a CS con-
nector) are routed from one peer to the other.
• Time coupling semantics essentially determines if peers need to be present and available at
the same time for an interaction or if, alternatively, the interaction can take place in phases
occurring at different times.
• Concurrency semantics characterizes the exclusive or shared access semantics of the virtual
channel established between interacting peers.
These three categories of semantics are of primary importance, because these are end-to-end
connector semantics: when interconnecting different connectors, we seek to map and preserve
these semantics across the connectors. In addition to these categories, we discuss reception
semantics, which has to do with the way a peer receives interaction elements sent by another
peer, such as by synchronously polling for these elements or by setting a listening mechanism
that will asynchronously notify the arrival of such elements. In general, this last semantics is
not end-to-end, i.e., the receiving peer may choose its reception semantics independently of the
sending peer and transparently for it.
2) We then introduce the connector abstract API (Application Programming Interface). This API
presents the programming model supported by the connector and offered to the application com-
ponents using the connector for their interaction. The objective for the API is to be able to rep-
resent a wide-range of middleware platforms that apply the interaction paradigm modeled by the
connector. The API is a set of primitives expressed as operations or functions supported by the
middleware. Certain of these primitives, when executed, provoke the emission of homonymous
end-to-end protocol primitives, which thus implement the distributed interaction. This abstract API
can be refined to a specific middleware platform by mapping primitives and incorporating the data
structures and types of the middleware platform. For specifying connector APIs, we use a pseudo-
C syntax with the following conventions: (i) functions have no return value; they only have I, O or
I/O arguments; (ii) we identify only argument semantic names but not their types; (iii) argument
means I, while *argument means O or I/O; (iii) *function() is a pointer to a function.
3) Based on the connector semantics and related API, we introduce an abstract interface description
language (IDL) for specifying the public interfaces of systems relying on middleware represented
by the specific connector. Our IDLs are largely inspired by WSDL, the XML-based IDL for Web
services. The objective for an IDL (similar to the API) is to be able to describe a wide-range of
systems that are based on the connector. IDLs are specified conceptually, while we have also
implemented each one of them as an XML schema document. Based on the flexibility of XML
schema, an IDL can be easily refined in order to enable the description of a concrete system that
is based on the connector, e.g., we can refine the abstract XML elements into the precise data
structures and types of the specific middleware and system. It is further worth highlighting that the
IDLs specified for each of the connector types map onto the interface definition for components
introduced in Chapter 2 (see Definition 2).
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4) Based on the informal identification of semantics in (1), we proceed to formally specifying the con-
nector behavioral semantics in terms of role processes and glue process. We specify the behavior
of the connector in the FSP process algebra, whose underlying semantics are defined in terms of
LTS (Labeled Transition Systems). LTS provide almost self-explanatory graphical representation
of processes, hence we will use this representation in the following sections. For specifying con-
nector behavioral semantics in FSP, we use the LTSA verification tool for concurrent systems1.
From the FSP specification of a process, LTSA produces an LTS graphical representation, which
can be used for facilitated inspection of processes that have a small number of states. In our spec-
ification of base connectors, we have opted for modeling, in a first step, their essential behavior;
this allows keeping the number of states low for the produced LTSs and, as much as possible,
grasping their properties by inspection. As part of the connectors’ essential behavior, we model
time coupling and concurrency semantics, which are of high priority as we argued under above
item 1). While we precisely represent and map space coupling semantics in the connectors’
APIs and IDLs, we simplify this semantics in the connector behavioral modeling: the elicited LTSs
represent already space-coupled interacting peers. As for reception semantics, which are less
important, we model only synchronous indefinitely blocking reception. We note as a last point that
the actions in the LTSs are labeled according to the primitives of the connector API that they ab-
stract. In particular, the connector role processes specify the right – or accepted by the connector
– use of the API. As pointed out above, certain API primitives, when executed, provoke the emis-
sion of homonymous end-to-end protocol primitives; this is modeled implicitly or explicitly inside
the connector glue. The LTS of a glue process represents precisely the interactions between the
API and protocol primitives. This relies on the parallel composition of the roles and the glue, which
implies that LTS actions labeled the same across the roles and the glue are/can only be executed
synchronized in a single transition.
5) Our final analysis consists informally verifying the connector behavioral semantics as specified
under item 4). This allows stating the correctness of our connector models with respect to the
semantics that they are supposed to have. This further enables identifying the semantics of the
GA connector derived from the interconnection of base connectors. Hence, we need to verify the
correctness of our connector models with respect to time coupling and concurrency semantics.
We formally express and verify time coupling and concurrency semantics in LTL temporal logic.
These semantics are expressed as safety and liveness properties. In general and informally,
safety properties express that something bad should never happen in the execution of a system,
while liveness properties express that something good should eventually happen. We use, in
particular, a version of LTL supported by the LTSA verification tool, called Fluent Linear Temporal
Logic (FLTL). We verify our elicited FLTL expressions on LTSA. A quick reference to FLTL is
depicted in Figure 3.3.
3.2. Base Connector Types Abstracting Core Interaction Paradigms
This section identifies the three main interaction paradigms used in distributed systems (i.e., CS, PS
and TS), and defines the corresponding connector types. The proposed connector types are the out-
come of an extensive survey of these paradigms as well as of related middleware platforms in the
literature. Our objective is to be able to abstract in each corresponding connector a large number of
interaction protocols, as implemented by today’s middleware solutions, by a comprehensive set of se-
mantics. While Deliverable D1.3 introduced the connector types mostly informally, this section provides
the detailed formal specification for the connectors, which further allows rigorous reasoning about archi-
tectural matching, thereby informing the elicitation of the multi-paradigm connector type, GA. In a later
step, we extend the proposed connector types to cope with continuous interactions, which are crucial
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Figure 3.4: CS space and time coupling semantics
3.2.1. CS: Client-Server Connector Type
The CS connector type integrates a wide range of semantics, covering both the direct (i.e., non queue-
based) messaging and remote procedure call (RPC) paradigms. In the first case, a single message
is sent from the sending entity (client) to the receiving entity (server), while, in the second case, an
exchange takes place between the two entities with a request message followed by a reply message;
both cases are depicted in Figure 3.4. The CS interaction paradigm is the most widely employed one,
e.g., in middleware platforms like Web Services, Java RMI and CORBA.
In terms of space coupling semantics between the two interacting entities, CS requires that the send-
ing entity must know the receiving entity and hold a reference of it. With respect to time coupling
semantics, both entities must be connected at the time of the interaction. Both semantics are repre-
sented in Figure 3.4. CS also enables all different kinds of reception semantics: The receiving entity
may choose to block its execution, synchronously waiting for the message (as long as it takes or with
a timeout), or set up a callback function that will be triggered asynchronously by the middleware when
the message arrives. Finally, with respect to concurrency semantics, a dedicated virtual channel is
used between a sender and a receiver: as long as servers do not have an excessive load of mes-





Figure 3.5: CS concurrency semantics
send (destination, operation, input)
receive sync (*source, *operation, *input, timeout)
receive async (source, operation, *callback(source, operation, input), *handle)
end receive async (handle)
invoke sync (destination, operation, input, *output, timeout)
invoke async (destination, operation, input, *callback(output), *handle)
Figure 3.6: CS connector API
Figure 3.5).
CS connector API. The above semantics are supported by the CS primitives and their arguments
listed in Figure 3.6. These primitives constitute the CS connector API. Functionality of CS primitives is
as follows:
• send executes the synchronous emission of a message, embedding operation name and related
input parameter, to the destination. We note here that both client and server identify an operation
served by the server in the same way as operation(input, output).
• receive sync executes the synchronous reception of a single message, which may be waited
for until timeout expires. source and operation may be given a value, in which case received
messages are filtered, or none; their final values are then returned by the middleware. If operation
is two-way, the receiver should reply with send(source, operation, output).
• receive async sets the asynchronous reception of multiple messages and specifies the associated
callback. handle returned by the middleware is a reference that can be used to terminate the
reception at will.
• end receive async closes the channel for asynchronous receipts.
• invoke sync executes a two-way synchronous operation on the client side. Reception of the reply
message from destination carrying output is waited for until timeout expires.
• invoke aync executes a two-way asynchronous operation on the client side. Reception of the
reply message is done via the callback. The client may use end receive async to terminate the
asynchronous reception before the reply is received.
We note here that the proposed interface considers a single recipient for the message (i.e., 1-1 interac-
tion), while it can be easily generalized to multiple recipients (i.e., 1-n interaction). Although client-server
systems traditionally implement 1-1 interaction schemes, 1-n interaction schemes become relevant for
group communication that is particularly suitable for enforcing non-functional dependability properties.
CS IDL. Based on the CS connector semantics and API, we introduce an abstract IDL for specifying
the public interfaces of systems relying on CS middleware. CS-IDL is conceptually presented in Fig-






















Figure 3.7: CS IDL
Figure 3.8: CS behavioral semantics for one-way interaction
main new concept here is that a message is assigned two qualifiers, main scope and sub-scope, which
are actually, in inverse order, the operation served by the message and the URL of the service providing
the operation. These qualifiers delimit the set of peer entities that will receive the message – actually
only one service in the CS system and, more finely, its specific operation.
CS behavioral semantics. The behavioral semantics of the CS connector are depicted in Figures 3.8
and 3.9 in the form of LTS processes for the connector roles and corresponding glue. The former figure
specifies one-way interactions, while the latter specifies two-way interactions; both are between one
client and one server. The FSP descriptions of the depicted LTSs are parametrizable, so they can
easily be tuned to represent more clients and servers with crossing interactions. We model, for the
moment, only synchronous indefinitely blocking message reception. We intend to enhance soon the
behavioral specification of the CS connector with additional features such as synchronous reception
with a timeout or asynchronous via a callback.
Verification of CS semantics. Our goal is to verify the correctness of our elicited CS connector with
respect to the space coupling, time coupling, and concurrency semantics that it is supposed to rep-
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Figure 3.9: CS behavioral semantics for two-way interaction
resent. In our modeling, space coupling semantics can be directly verified, since they are taken for
granted: our connectors represent already coupled interacting peers, e.g., in Figure 3.8, we suppose
that the client’s send has already been correctly routed to the designated server. So, we only need to
verify time coupling and concurrency semantics. We formally express CS time coupling and concur-
rency semantics for one-way interaction as FLTL assertions (see Figure 3.3) below and verify them on
LTSA.
Hence, Assertion (3.1) expresses the property that all messages sent by the client are received
by the server. This property is violated, since the server may be not be connected (online) at some
point. Then, by using Fluent (3.2), which is true when the server is online, we enhance Assertion (3.1)
into Assertion (3.3), which additionally requires that the server is online at the time of the interaction.
Assertion (3.3) is verified as always true.
assert SENT DATA RECEIV ED ALWAY S
= forall[d : DATA] [ ] (send[d]− > (!send fail[d] U receive return[d])) (3.1)
fluent SERV ER ONLINE =< {receive}, {receive return[d : DATA]} > (3.2)
assert SENT DATA RECEIV ED IF SERV ER ONLINE
= forall[d : DATA] [ ] ((SERV ER ONLINE && send[d])− > (!send fail[d] U receive return[d])) (3.3)
3.2.2. PS: Publish-Subscribe Connector Type
The PS connector type abstracts in a comprehensive way the different types of publish/subscribe sys-
tems, such as queue-, topic- and content-based systems [32]. In the PS interaction paradigm, multiple
peer entities interact via an intermediate broker entity. Publishers produce events, which are received
by peers that have previously subscribed for receiving the specific events. In topic-based PS [64],
events are characterized with a topic, and subscribers subscribe to specific topics (see Figure 3.10). In
content-based PS [25], subscribers provide content filters (conditions on specific attributes of events),
and receive only the events that satisfy these conditions. Following the common practice for related
middleware platforms [64], we also integrate in our PS model queue-based messaging. In this case,
an event is sent from a publisher to the queue of a specific subscriber, which may be considered as a























Figure 3.12: PS concurrency semantics
In terms of space coupling semantics between interacting peers, in the PS paradigm, peers do not
need to know each other or how many they are; e.g., in the case of topic-based systems, events are
diffused to subscribers only based on the topic (see Figure 3.10). With the exception of queue-based
PS, where a queue belongs to a specific subscriber, and hence the publisher should hold a reference
of this queue. With respect to time coupling semantics, peers do not need to be present at the same
time: subscribers maybe disconnected at the time that events are published; they can receive the
pending events when reconnected (see Figure 3.11). Nevertheless, the broker maintains an event
until all related subscribers have received it or until the event expires. PS further enables rich reception
semantics: Subscribers may choose to check for pending events synchronously themselves (just check
instantly or wait as long as it takes or with a timeout) or set up a callback function that will be triggered
asynchronously by the broker when an event arrives. Finally, with respect to concurrency semantics,
the broker maintains a dedicated buffer for each subscriber. Hence, unless an event expires, all events
sent by different publishers will be eventually received by interested subscribers (see Figure 3.12).
PS connector API. The primitives associated with the above interaction semantics are listed in Fig-
ure 3.13, where we represent the notions of queue, topic, and content with the generic filter parameter.
filter can be a value or an expression. In addition, the lease parameter stands for the lifetime of the
event. More precisely, the PS connector type implements the following primitives:
• publish publishes an event that is semantically qualified by filter and will be stored by the broker
for max lease time.
• subscribe subscribes for receiving events that are qualified by filter. Alternatively, filter may be
generated by the broker – possibly after negotiation with the subscriber – to qualify the specific
subscription, e.g., in the case of a queue allocated for the subscriber. handle returned by the
broker can be used to uniquely reference the subscription.
• listen enables asynchronous reception of multiple events related to the subscription identified by
handle via the callback.
• get next executes synchronous reception of a single event within timeout.
• end listen closes a channel of asynchronous event reception.
• unsubscribe ends a subscription.
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publish (broker, filter, event, lease)
subscribe (broker, *filter, *handle)
listen (handle, *callback(event))
get next (handle, *event, timeout)
end listen (handle)
unsubscribe (handle)






















Figure 3.14: PS IDL
PS IDL. Similarly to CS-IDL, we introduce an abstract IDL for specifying the public interfaces of sys-
tems relying on PS middleware. The difference here is that introduction of open interfaces for PS
systems (in the same way as SOA has done for CS systems) is far less developed. We rely on the
PS connector semantics and related API, which themselves have been extracted from a wide-range of
PS-based systems. PS-IDL is presented in Figure 3.14, while its XML-based implementation allows
its refinement for concrete PS-based system, in the same way as for CS-IDL. The essential interaction
element in PS-IDL is event, and its main scope and sub-scope are the PS system URL and the filter,
respectively, used for qualifying the event. In a way similar to CS, these qualifiers delimit the set of peer
entities that will receive the event.
PS behavioral semantics. The behavioral semantics of the PS connector are depicted in Figure 3.15.
The LTS processes for the PS roles and glue represent the interaction of one publisher publishing same-
value events and one subscriber. Actually, they correspond to a single subscription and model the way
that this subscription is supported in terms of buffer resources by the broker. The FSP descriptions of
the LTS processes are parameterizable, so they can easily be tuned to represent more publishers –
publishing different-value events – and subscribers with crossing interactions. We model for the mo-
ment, only synchronous indefinitely blocking event reception. Additionally in our modeling, publications
are either buffered (buffer size = 1) or not enabled, which is a simple way of emulating an infinite buffer
space. We intend to enhance soon the behavioral specification of the PS connector with additional
features such as asynchronous event reception.
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Figure 3.15: PS behavioral semantics
Verification of PS semantics. Similarly to the CS connector, we verify, in the following, time coupling
and concurrency semantics for the PS connector. In particular, Assertion (3.4) expresses the property
that all events sent by the publisher are received by the subscriber. This property is violated, since the
subscriber may not be subscribed before an event is published. Then, by using Fluent (3.5), which is
true when the subscriber is subscribed, we enhance Assertion (3.4) into Assertion (3.6), which addi-
tionally requires that the subscriber is subscribed at the time of the publication. However, this is still not
sufficient, since the subscriber may unsubscribe after the publication and before the reception of the
event. Finally, Assertion (3.7), which additionally requires that the subscription is maintained until the
reception of the event, is verified as always true.
assert SENT DATA RECEIV ED ALWAY S
= forall[d : DATA] [ ] (publish[d]− > (!event lost[d] U get next return[d])) (3.4)
fluent SUBSCRIBED =< {subscribe}, {unsubscribe} > (3.5)
assert SENT DATA RECEIV ED IF SUBSCRIBED BEFORE PUBLISH
= forall[d : DATA] [ ] ((SUBSCRIBED && publish[d])− > (!event lost[d] U get next return[d])) (3.6)
assert SENT DATA RECEIV ED IF SUBSCRIBED BEFORE PUBLISH AND
UNTIL RECEPTION = forall[d : DATA] [ ]
(((SUBSCRIBED W get next return[d]) && publish[d])− > (!event lost[d] U get next return[d])) (3.7)
3.2.3. TS: Tuple Space Connector Type
Regarding the base connector type abstraction for data-oriented interactions, we build on the tuple
space paradigm, although more specialized than basic shared memory. This is to model rich interac-
tion semantics that is now associated with shared data spaces in distributed systems. The definition
of the TS connector type is based on the classic tuple space semantics as introduced by the Linda
coordination language [37], while it further incorporates a number of advanced features that have been
proposed in the literature, such as asynchronous notifications, explicit scoping, and bulk data retrieval
primitives.
In the TS interaction paradigm, multiple peer entities interact via an intermediate shared data space
(see Figure 3.16). Peers can post data into the space and can also synchronously retrieve data from it,
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Figure 3.18: TS concurrency semantics
typed elements. Data are retrieved by matching based on a tuple template, which may define values or
expressions for some of the elements.
Regarding space coupling semantics in the TS paradigm, interacting peers may independently and
with no knowledge of each other write and read/take data from the space (see Figure 3.16). As for time
coupling semantics, TS peers can act without any synchronization. In comparison with PS, peers do
not need to subscribe for data, they can retrieve data spontaneously and at any time (see Figure 3.17).
Nevertheless, the data space maintains data until they are removed by some peer or until the data
expire. With respect to concurrency, TS has a number of specificities. In particular, peers have access
to a single, commonly shared copy of the data. Additionally, concurrent access semantics of the data
space are non-deterministic: among a number of peers trying to access the data concurrently, the order
is determined arbitrarily. Hence, if a peer that intends to take specific data is given access to the space
before other peers that are interested in the same data, the latter will never access this data. This
means that not all data added to the space by different writers eventually reach all interested readers
(see Figure 3.18).
In addition to the above semantics, our TS model integrates the following extensions. First, besides
synchronous retrieval of tuples, a number of approaches have enabled asynchronous notifications in
tuple spaces [21, 36]. More specifically, peers may choose to check for matching tuples synchronously
themselves (just check instantly or wait as long as it takes or with a timeout) or set up a callback function
that will be triggered asynchronously by the data space when matching data appear. This call does not
carry the data, possible action of taking or reading the data should be executed by the peer. Second, in
distributed realizations of tuple spaces and especially those enabled in mobile environments [67] and/or
location-aware environments (e.g., wireless sensor networks) [16], it is important to be able to identify
and access only a part of the shared space; this is commonly denoted by the concept of scoping in tuple
spaces. Third, several authors have pointed out the multiple read problem [78]: if there are multiple
tuples matching a read request issued to the tuple space, the tuple retrieved is selected arbitrarily; thus,
a sequence of read requests does not guarantee that all the matching tuples will be retrieved. This
adds to the uncertainty in data reception due to concurrency as discussed above. Some approaches
propose bulk read primitives [67, 77] that retrieve all the matching tuples.
TS connector API. API primitives of the TS connector are listed in Figure 3.19 and relate to:
• out inserts a tuple semantically qualified by template into the data space for a max lease period.
The parameter extent is a value or an expression that resolves to a specific part of the data space.
• take executes synchronous reception and removal of a single or all tuples matching to template,
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out (tspace, extent, template, tuple, lease)
take (tspace, extent, template, policy, *tuple, timeout)
read (tspace, extent, template, policy, *tuple, timeout)
register (tspace, extent, template, *callback(), *handle)
unregister (handle)
























Figure 3.20: TS IDL
depending on the policy specification (which may be one or all), until timeout expires.
• read has similar semantics to take, but does not remove the tuple(s).
• register sets up asynchronous notification for new tuples matching to template via the callback.
The callback does not deliver a new tuple, possible action of taking or reading the tuple should
be executed by the peer. handle returned by the data space is a reference that can be used to
terminate the asynchronous notification.
• unregister closes an asynchronous notification channel.
TS IDL. The abstract IDL for TS-based systems is depicted in Figure 3.20. Same as for PS-based
systems, there are no standard open interfaces for TS systems, hence we rely on the generality of our
TS connector semantics and API. We also provide a refinable XML-based implementation of TS-IDL.
The essential interaction element in TS-IDL is tuple, while its main scope and sub-scope are the TS
system URL and the pair {extent, template}, respectively, used for qualifying the tuple. Similarly to CS
and PS, these qualifiers delimit the set of peer entities that will potentially receive the tuple.
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Figure 3.21: TS behavioral semantics
TS behavioral semantics. The behavioral semantics of the TS connector are depicted in Figure 3.21.
The LTS processes for the TS roles and glue represent the interaction of one writer and one reader/-
taker. Actually, they correspond to a same-value tuple array and model the way that this tuple array
is supported in terms of storage resources by the broker. The FSP descriptions of the LTSs are pa-
rameterizable, so they can easily be tuned to represent more writers – writing different-value tuples –
and readers/takers with crossing interactions. We model, for the moment, only synchronous indefinitely
blocking tuple reception. Additionally in our modeling, we use the same simple technique as in the
PS connector for emulating an infinite data space: writes are either buffered (buffer size = 1) or not
enabled. We intend to enhance soon the behavioral specification of the TS connector with additional
features such as asynchronous tuple reception.
Verification of TS semantics. Same as for the two previous connectors, we verify, in the following,
TS time coupling and concurrency semantics on a TS connector connecting one writer and two reader-
s/takers. Hence, Assertion (3.8) expresses the property that all data written by the writers are received
by all readers. This property is violated, since one of the readers may take the data before some of the
other readers read them. We use Fluent (3.9), which is true when there is a pending request for take
by some reader. Then, Assertion (3.10) requires that there is no pending take request that precedes a
write, and that, once a write is executed, no take request is executed before all readers first read the
data. This ensures that all written data are always received by all readers.
assert SENT DATA RECEIV ED BY ALL ALWAY S
= forall[d : DATA] [ ] (out[d]− > forall[r : READERS]
(![READERS].take return[d] U ([r].read return[d] || [r].take return[d]))) (3.8)
fluent PENDING TAKE[r : READERS] =< {[r].take}, {[r].take return[d : DATA]} > (3.9)
assert SENT DATA RECEIV ED BY ALL IF ALL READ BEFORE TAKE
= forall[d : DATA] [ ] (((forall[r : READERS] !PENDING TAKE[r]) && out[d] &&
(forall[r : READERS] (![READERS].take U [r].read return[d])))− >






























Figure 3.22: GA space coupling semantics wrt. CS, PS, TS space coupling semantics
3.3. GA: Generic Application Connector Type
Given the three base middleware-layer connector types defined in the previous section, we now in-
troduce the CHOReOS Generic Application (GA) connector type. Our objective is to devise a single
generic connector that comprehensively represents the end-to-end cross-paradigm/domain interaction
semantics of application entities that employ different base (middleware) connectors.
With respect to the service bus paradigm, which has already proved successful toward sustaining
interoperability in SOA, our goal is to introduce an intermediary reference protocol (e.g., an ESB’s
common bus protocol) that leverages the richness of today’s interaction paradigms, as opposed to
constraining interaction to a single (principally CS) paradigm. Further, as already stressed, it is central
that the proposed reference protocol allows for cross-paradigm interoperability.
We identify two main high-level API primitives for the GA connector:
1) A post() primitive employed by a peer for sending data to one or more other peers (i.e., production
of information), and
2) A get() primitive employed by a peer for receiving data (i.e., consumption of information).
For example, a PS publish() primitive can be abstracted by a post().
Based on these high-level primitives and on the detailed analysis of the three base connector types
in the previous section, we can already identify space coupling semantics for the GA connector by
appropriately mapping among the space coupling semantics of the base connectors. This is depicted
in Figure 3.22. There are two important elements in the GA space coupling semantics:
1) We define the essential interaction element for GA to be data. data can represent any one of CS’
message, PS’ event or TS’ tuple.
2) We introduce the explicit scoping parameter scope to generalize addressing for the different inter-
action paradigms. We analyze scope as {main scope, sub-scope}. Then, for the CS connector,
this maps to {destination/source, operation}, for PS, it maps to {broker, filter}, and for TS, to
{tspace, {extent, template}}. In practice, scope enables restricting the entities that have access
to the data conveyed in a sender/post-er – receiver/get-ter interaction by qualifying the data. For
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Figure 3.24: Well-formed image protocol
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Figure 3.25: Protocol conversion properties
carried by send() will be accessed only by the single CS destination peer (in another example, the
filter parameter of PS mapped to sub-scope both specifies addressing and qualifies the event).
In order to identify the complete semantics of GA (in particular, identify time coupling and concurrency
semantics in addition to the introduced space coupling semantics) and construct a conversion mecha-
nism among the heterogeneous base connectors (see Figure 3.2), we need first to briefly introduce in
the next section the method of protocol conversion via projections [54], on which we build.
3.3.1. Protocol Conversion via Projections
A protocol P is projected to an image protocol P’ by abstracting away certain protocol states (fusing with
others) and transitions (fusing or eliminating). A simple example of protocol projection for a protocol P is
depicted in Figure 3.23. We additionally require that the image protocol P’ is well-formed, that is, all its
transitions should be well-formed. This is exemplified in Figure 3.24 for the transition a’ of protocol P’.
If P’ is a well-formed image protocol, safety and liveness properties of P’ apply, properly inversely pro-
jected, also to P. We already saw in the previous sections that time coupling and concurrency semantics
of our connectors can be expressed as such properties.
Let A and B be two protocols where A = A1A2 and B = B1B2, i.e., each one is produced as
the parallel composition of two peer protocol entities (see Figure 3.25). If a converter CA1B2 can be
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Figure 3.26: Extension of the conversion method
B apply, properly inversely projected, also to A1CA1B2B2. This can be used to verify properties of the
conversion.
Extension of the conversion method. Construction of a converter, as required by the projection
method, is not straightforward. Additionally, applying projection and checking well-formedness is tedious
for protocols with many states. We introduce an extension to the method, where we guide the method
based on our knowledge of the end-to-end protocols A and B. Our extension to the method introduces
the following steps, as depicted in Figure 3.26:
1) We are looking for the converter CA1B2.
2) A good guess for the interfaces of the converter towards A1 and B2 are the corresponding peer
protocol entities A2 and B1.
3) In this way, the initial problem is transformed into finding CAB. CAB essentially does data flow
mapping between A and B, and is quite straightforward to build. Additionally, verifying properties
of CAB by projection is simpler.
4) We can show that CA1B2 = A2CABB1 is a solution according to the method of protocol conversion
via projections.
Application of the conversion method to GA. We construct CCS−PS−TS , which does data flow
mapping between any two of CS, PS, TS, as shown in Figure 3.27. Then, according to the conversion
method via projections, for the interconnection of, e.g., the applications app A and app B, the end-to-
end interaction protocol is the common image protocol of CS and PS. This applies equally to the other
cases of interconnection, namely, between app A and app C as well as between app B and app C.
Based on this, the resulting GA is the union of the common image protocols of all pair combinations of
CS, PS and TS.
We show in Figures 3.28 and 3.29 the elicited partial behaviors of CCS−PS−TS for the interactions
CS-to-PS and PS-to-TS, respectively. Then, the partial behaviors of the GA connector are produced by
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Figure 3.27: Application of the conversion method to GA
Figure 3.28: Partial converter for the interaction CS-to-PS
Figure 3.29: Partial converter for the interaction PS-to-TS
CS || CCS−PS || PS, PS || CPS−CS || CS
CS || CCS−TS || TS, TS || CTS−CS || CS
PS || CPS−TS || TS, TS || CTS−PS || PS
The resulting GA connector for the interaction CS-to-PS has 48 states and the GA PS-to-TS connec-
tor has 72 states, which makes their LTS diagrams too hard to display and read, hence we don’t show
them here.
Tuning of the conversion method for GA. According to the projection method, properties of CS,
PS and TS, inversely projected, apply to GA. This means that they apply to the corresponding half
of the end-to-end interconnection. Hence, (only) common properties of CS, PS, TS apply end-to-
end. As shown in the previous sections where the base connectors were introduced, time coupling
and concurrency semantics of CS, PS and TS are not directly compatible. In particular, we saw that
for successful interaction, for CS, CS server must be online (Property 3.3), while for PS, an ongoing
subscription is necessary (Property 3.7), and for TS, all interested peers must be allowed to read
the common target data before one of the peers takes them (Property 3.10). This means that, e.g.,
app A and app B, if interconnected, may perceive different semantics, which can be problematic for the
composed application.
The solution is to constrain the semantics of the heterogeneous connectors to a compatible sub-
set, by application-side enforcement via parallel composition with a component port (see Section 3.1).
Thus, to verify whether the conversion preserves end-to-end the semantics required by the two appli-

















Figure 3.30: Tuning of the conversion method for GA
Figure 3.31: PS component port refining the subscriber role
Figure 3.32: TS component port refining two reader roles
(see Figure 3.30). Particularly for TS applications, the behaviors of all the users of the tuple space are
potentially relevant (see Property 3.10), due to the TS concurrency semantics. According to the projec-
tion theory, it is then sufficient to verify that, with the application-side enforcement, the new individual
semantics for CS, PS and TS are now compatible; in this case, they apply to the whole end-to-end GA
interconnection.
Regarding CS, no enforcing behavior can really be applied by a CS application, other than timely
going online and minimizing the time between reception of a message and being available again, e.g.,
by having sufficient message processing resources running in threads separate from the receiving
thread. However, this cannot be expressed in terms of our CS connector model. As for PS, we show in
Figure 3.31, a component port for a subscriber role that subscribes and then never unsubscribes. This
somehow enhances the receive-always semantics of the PS connector. The resulting PS connector is
slightly different from the original one; it is depicted in Figure 3.33. Regarding TS, Figure 3.32 depicts
a component port that coordinates two reader roles so that both readers read data one after the other
before one of them takes the data. This ensures receive-always semantics of the TS connector. The
original TS connector for one writer and two readers has 18 states (too big to be usefully depicted
here). When composing with the port, the resulting TS connector is reduced to 8 states and depicted
in Figure 3.34.
We now verify the new time coupling and concurrency semantics for the constrained PS and TS con-
nectors. Property (3.6) now holds for the PS connector, while property (3.8) holds for the TS connector.
Property (3.3) still characterizes the CS connector. Hence, if the CS, constrained PS and constrained
TS connectors are interconnected, the end-to-end receive-always semantics of the resulting GA con-
nector is now improved with respect to the unconstrained connectors. More specifically, sent data on the
GA connector are always received if the CS server is online and the PS subscriber timely subscribes.
We note that the resulting – slightly constrained – GA connector for the interaction CS-to-PS still has
48 states, while the constrained GA PS-to-TS connector (for two readers) is considerably reduced from
216 to 68 states.
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Figure 3.33: PS connector constrained by component port
Figure 3.34: TS connector constrained by component port
3.3.2. Completing the Specification of the GA Connector
Based on the previous analysis, end-to-end time coupling and concurrency semantics of GA result
from the common corresponding semantics of CS, PS and TS. CS is the more restrictive of the three
paradigms, while PS and TS allow more flexibility to the application. Hence in the case of PS and/or
TS connectors interconnected with a CS connector, the PS and/or TS applications should take care of
enforcing the additional behavioral semantics, if these are required by the CS application. While each
case should be treated individually, we can state in general that in a CS-PS-TS interconnection, the
resulting end-to-end GA semantics are the ones of CS.
In more detail, for successful GA one-way interaction (i.e., CS-PS-TS one-way interaction with appro-
priate application ports), with regard to time coupling, a GA peer should in general be ‘ready’ (online for
the CS case, subscribed for the PS case), and with regard to concurrency semantics, an exclusive vir-
tual channel is put in place end-to-end between two GA peers. Reception semantics can be any of the
ones already supported by CS, PS, and TS. Finally, the CS two-way interaction – as employed by CS
and if properly supported by the PS and TS applications – should also make part of the GA semantics.
GA connector API. Based on the above elicited GA semantics and by mapping among the common
API semantics of the CS, PS and TS connectors, we can elicit a generic API for the GA connector, as
depicted in Figure 3.35.
GA IDL. Same as for the GA API, based on mapping among the IDLs of the base connectors, we
elicit the IDL for the GA connector as shown in Figure 3.36.
GA behavioral semantics. We already identified informally in the previous the behavioral semantics
of the GA connector. We show the resulting GA connector roles in Figures 3.37 and 3.38. As already
discussed in Section 3.3.1, the GA connector glue is formally produced by the parallel composition of the
interconnected base connectors with the appropriate converter; the resulting GA processes specifying
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Figure 3.36: GA IDL
Figure 3.37: GA connector roles for one-way interaction
Figure 3.38: GA connector roles for two-way interaction
Verification of GA semantics. As already discussed in Section 3.3.1, and according to the projection
theory, to verify the connector GA semantics, it is sufficient to verify them on its projections to each one
of the interconnected base connectors. We indeed reported there on the verification of Properties (3.1-
3.3), (3.4-3.7), (3.8-3.10) on CS, PS, TS, correspondingly. In this section, we confirm this by verifying
GA semantics on the actual end-to-end GA connector for the interconnections CS-to-PS and PS-to-TS,
where we consider both the original and constrained CS, PS and TS connectors .
In particular, Assertions (3.11-3.13) express receive-always semantics for the end-to-end interaction
CS-to-PS, by adding together conditions regarding CS behavior and PS behavior. We verify that Asser-
tion (3.12) holds if PS constrained and that only Assertion (3.13) holds if PS not constrained (CS is not
constrained anyway). This is in conformance with the results of Section 3.3.1.
Furthermore, Assertions (3.14-3.16) express receive-always semantics for the end-to-end interaction
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PS-to-TS, by adding together conditions regarding PS behavior and TS behavior. We verify that Asser-
tion (3.15) holds if PS and TS are constrained and that only Assertion (3.16) holds if PS and TS are not
constrained. This again is in conformance with the results of Section 3.3.1.
assert SENT DATA RECEIV ED ALWAY S = forall[d : DATA] [ ] (send[d]− >
((!send fail[d] U receive return[d]) && (!event lost[d] U get next return[d]))) (3.11)
assert SENT DATA RECEIV ED IF SERV ER ONLINE AND
SUBSCRIBED BEFORE PUBLISH = forall[d : DATA] [ ]
((SERV ER ONLINE && SUBSCRIBED && send[d])− >
((!send fail[d] U receive return[d]) && (!event lost[d] U get next return[d]))) (3.12)
assert SENT DATA RECEIV ED IF SERV ER ONLINE AND
SUBSCRIBED BEFORE PUBLISH AND UNTIL RECEPTION = forall[d : DATA] [ ]
((SERV ER ONLINE && (SUBSCRIBED W get next return[d]) && send[d])− >
((!send fail[d] U receive return[d]) && (!event lost[d] U get next return[d]))) (3.13)
assert SENT DATA RECEIV ED BY ALL ALWAY S = forall[d : DATA] [ ]
((publish[d]− > (!event lost[d] U get next return[d])) &&
(get next return[d]− ><> out.[d]) && (out[d]− >
forall[r : READERS] (![READERS].take return[d] U ([r].read return[d] || [r].take return[d])))) (3.14)
assert SENT DATA RECEIV ED BY ALL IF SUBSCRIBED BEFORE PUBLISH
= forall[d : DATA] [ ]
(((SUBSCRIBED && publish[d])− > (!event lost[d] U get next return[d])) &&
(get next return[d]− ><> out.[d]) && (out[d]− >
forall[r : READERS] (![READERS].take return[d] U ([r].read return[d] || [r].take return[d])))) (3.15)
assert SENT DATA RECEIV ED BY ALL IF SUBSCRIBED BEFORE PUBLISH AND
UNTIL RECEPTION AND IF ALL READ BEFORE TAKE = forall[d : DATA] [ ]
((((SUBSCRIBED W get next return[d]) && publish[d])− > (!event lost[d] U get next return[d]))
&& (get next return[d]− ><> out.[d]) &&
(((forall[r : READERS] !PENDING TAKE[r]) && out[d] &&
(forall[r : READERS] (![READERS].take U [r].read return[d])))− >
forall[r : READERS] (![READERS].take return[d] U ([r].read return[d] || [r].take return[d])))) (3.16)
3.4. Streaming Connector Types
The previous sections have introduced the thorough definition of the base connector types associ-
ated with interaction paradigms relied upon in today’s distributed systems together with that of a new
multi-paradigm connector to sustain interoperability in the Future Internet. However, we have so far
abstracted the fact that interactions may be discrete as well as continuous. Indeed, while discrete inter-
actions have for long been predominant within distributed systems, the increasing connectivity of digital
systems together with the richness of the content made available over the Internet call for continuous
interactions. This is getting even more important in the Internet of Things context where applications
handle data coming from the physical world. A key characteristic of these data is that they keep chang-
ing over time and hence require continuous handling, as for instance exemplified by applications in the
area of traffic management or of warehouse logistics [17]. Those applications typically handle data
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streams as opposed to discrete data sets commonly encountered in the classical Internet. Those data
streams, which are sequences of structured data, are continuously consumed by the applications with-
out being able to anticipate when the sequence ends. Henceforth, those applications can not store
the complete data streams and must therefore apply real time computation on the data as they are
received [39]. As a result, standard data models and associated data management algorithms are
not adequate to handle stream-based data and need to be revisited. Indeed, on the one hand, under
standard data models, finite data sets are considered to be persistent while applied computations are
considered to be volatile as they are no longer pertinent once the data set has been manipulated. On
the other hand, data streams being data sets whose size is theoretically infinite, data lose its persistent
nature (data is meaningful only at the time it is produced) while data requests are persistent due to their
continuous execution. Just like Data Base Management Systems (DBMS) are the systems used to store
and handle finite data sets, Data Stream Management Systems (DSMS) are the systems allowing to
manage sets of data streams and apply computation on them [9]. The following section provides a brief
overview of the state of the art DSMS, so that the readers get familiar with operations associated with
data stream management. Section 3.4.2 then revisits the connector types introduced in the previous
sections so that both discrete and continuous interactions are captured.
3.4.1. Background on Data Stream Management
We identify quite a few DSMSs in the literature; they were originally introduced in the context of Wireless
Sensors and Actuators Networks (WSAN) and may be classified into three broad families, which are
respectively based on: (i) the relational model, (ii) macroprogramming, and (iii) the SOC paradigm.
Within CHOReOS, we are more specifically interested in the third category of DSMSs. However, we
provide an overview of the 3 categories in what follows as they all introduce important notions toward
offering streaming protocols that are well suited for the FI, and especially its Internet of Things subset.
The relational DSMSs that extend the relational model typically add concepts necessary to handle
data streams and persistent queries, together with the stream-oriented version of the relational op-
erators (selection, projection, union, etc.). The sensor network is then handled as a large database,
distributed or centralized depending on the specific approach [43], on which queries are executed.
Queries typically comply with the SQL formalism with some stream-specific operations. From a practi-
cal perspective, queries are translated into query plans that are distributed in the network. State of the
art DSMSs primarily differ with respect to: the expressiveness of the query language, the associated
algebra and assumptions made about the underlying networking architecture. TinyDB [62] exposes
the measures sensed by the network as a relation (i.e., table) on which it is possible to apply queries
over the sensed values as well as the metadata associated with the sensors. During the handling of
queries, all the nodes execute the queries that are distributed in the network and the results of each
query get aggregated as they traverse the routing tree maintained by the system. In the same vein,
Cougar [98] acts as a database of sensors, which gathers the sensed values as temporal data series,
as well as the metadata about the sensors themselves (position, feature, etc.). The query plans are
provided to proxies that take care of activating the relevant sensors and applying the operations on the
collected data. MaD-WiSe [6, 7] offers a runtime system for queries that is fully distributed, and each
sensor may directly execute part of a query plan and then deal with sensor-specific tasks. Instead of
relying on traditional requests, Aurora [2] uses data streams diagrams, which express the combination
of relational operators over the streams received by the system. Aurora was originally centralized and
was later revised into a distributed system named Borealis [1], which introduces proxies that receive
queries and execute them with respect to a given set of sensors. From a theoretical perspective, var-
ious systems propose custom extension to the relational model as well as custom implementations of
the relational operators. For instance, STREAM [9] distinguishes streams from relations, where the
latter can be handled by classical relational operators. New operators then allow dealing with transla-
tion from stream to relations (typically using windows), and vice versa (using streamers). Other pro-
posals [20, 29, 10, 49, 27, 26, 17, 52, 57] deal with issues as diverse as blocking and non-blocking
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operators, windows, stream approximation, and optimizations.
Macroprogramming-based DSMS are oriented toward the development of applications over WSAN,
as opposed to the expression of data queries over the network. The macroprogrammes are typically
specified using a domain-specific language, and are compiled into microprogrammes to be run on the
networked nodes, hence easing the developer’s tasks who has no longer to bother with the decompo-
sition and further distribution of the macroprogrammes. Macroprogramming-based DSMSs are overall
similar to classical macropogramming approaches aimed at WSAN. Still, they feature additional primi-
tives and mechanisms oriented toward stream management. For instance, Regiment [69, 68] introduces
a functional language that enable programming the WSAN and manipulating the streams that flow in
the network. As for Semantic Streams [97], it defines a declarative language based on Prolog, which
features data structures to handle streams, together with mechanisms to reason about the semantics of
sensors. For instance, the system is able to compose or adapt data according to the available sensors
and the provided data request.
Finally, service-oriented DSMSs aim at integrating with classical service-oriented architectures,
thereby allowing to exploit the functionalities of the infrastructure (interaction and discovery protocols,
registries, service composition based on orchestration or choreography, security infrastructure, etc.).
Similarly to database-oriented relational DSMSs, the simplest service-oriented DSMSs are centralized
with a unique point of data collection [38, 41, 28, 94], or semi-distributed based on a set of data collec-
tion points [23, 71, 56]. Practically, most approaches adopt RESTful services and expose the various
sensors as resources identified using URIs that are more or less complex and whose parameters de-
fine the transformations to be applied on the produced data. For instance, WebPlug [71] introduces
extensions to URIs so that they allow querying about the resources metadata (history, connected con-
sumers, last access, etc.). At the architectural level, the integration of data streams with the Web
is achieved using well-proven technologies. In particular, we identify work on the implementation of
streaming aimed at Web services, both for (i) the RESTful architecture using HTTP-specific mecha-
nisms like Web hooks or long polling [95], and (ii) the WS∗ architecture through the addition of new
Message Exchange Patterns (MEP) customized for stream-based communication like, e.g., receiving
multiple requests and producing multiple responses in parallel as part of a single invocation [53]. Re-
garding the paradigms used to broadcast streams, they vary from one solution to another. Stream
Feeds [28] uses pull requests to gather historical data and push requests to received new data issued
by the sensors. RMS [94] goes a step further by building upon a topic-based pub/sub infrastructure,
while WebPlug [71] uses an infrastructure based on pollers that periodically check on the state change
of resources. Some approaches consider using existing streaming protocols like RTP [3] and RTSP (for
multimedia streaming), messaging protocols XMPP [45], or languages that allow expressing queries
over XML streams [70]. Other work focuses on exploiting semantic Web technologies, in particular ex-
tending the SPARQL language to process continuous queries over RDF data [17], or syndication [95].
For instance, LSM [56] brings semantics to streams by using an ontology for WSN, which integrates
the types of sensed data as well as sensor features (mobility, power, calibration, etc). However, the
complexity of the proposed technologies requires significant adaptation so that they can be hosted by
tiny, wireless sensors. Significant research effort is ongoing [59, 79, 31, 33, 30, 82, 66, 61, 14] to bring
advanced connectivity to those resource-constrained devices by providing lightweight implementations
of the technologies composing the Web (HTTP client and server, TCP/IP, Web services, etc.) but this is
often at the expense of flexibility (static pages, only a subset of functionalities is provided, offloading of
computation, etc.) [31].
In general, the work focused on WSAN and the one oriented toward the Web of Things remain largely
distinct, from both a theoretical and a technical perspective. From the technology standpoint, there
are, on the one hand, highly constrained devices (RFID chips [13], low capacity embedded sensors,
various routing and communication protocols [65], etc.) and, on the other hand, things (or smart things)
that are potentially able to handle more complex protocols [13] and to interface with more flexible but
also more resource-consuming infrastructures. From a theoretical standpoint, the rich WSAN-related
work on DSMSs has given rise to formal algebra and advanced data model, featuring various non-
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blocking operators as well as probabilistic operators [27, 26], which allow developers to overcome the
uncertainty associated with the data streams originating from sensors (transient errors) or to deal with
approximation over streams. The theoretical work on the Web of Things is much weaker, as the effort
is mostly focused on leveraging available, standardized Web technologies and to adapt them to the
requirements posed by streaming. One of our goals within CHOReOS is to reconcile these two lines of
work on DSMS, i.e., WSAN-oriented and Thing-oriented, to offer a powerful DSMS for the Internet of
Things, as part of the CHOReOS middleware; this issue is more specifically investigated within WP3.
From a conceptual perspective, the CHOReOS connectors must leverage discrete as well as continuous
protocols. This leads us to enrich the definition of the CHOReOS connector types introduced in the
previous section with their streaming counterpart.
3.4.2. STR∗: Streaming Connector Types
In the following, we elicit the abstract streaming connector type STR supporting continuous interactions
and then propose three different realizations of such continuous interactions on top of the discrete
interactions supported by the base connector types CS, PS, and TS. In this way, we produce three
streaming connector types STR CS, STR PS and STR TS, correspondingly. We specify the API of
each new connector type.
STR connector. The STR connector abstracts common semantics widely found in data streaming
protocols and related middleware platforms. A stream is a continuous flow of data from a producer to a
consumer employing a logical channel between the two entities. This channel needs to be established
before the flow of data can start. Typically, it is the consumer that establishes this channel with a re-
lated request sent to the producer. Accordingly, it is again the consumer that decides when to close
the channel with another related request to the producer. A stream is identified by the pair <producer,
stream id>, i.e., the name or address of the producer and an id of the stream unique for the specific
producer. We note here that we have opted for representing with the STR connector only data com-
munication semantics of streaming protocols and middleware platforms. Other features found in data
streaming, such as continuous queries, compression and windowing mechanisms, can be added on
top of the stream communication semantics of the STR connector.
The primitives of the abstract streaming connector type STR are listed in Figure 3.39. These primi-
tives constitute the STR connector API. Functionality of STR primitives is as follows:
• open stream is executed by the consumer in order to establish a streaming channel between the
producer and itself. Stream stream id is requested to be streamed.
• send item is executed by the producer to send an item of stream stream id to the consumer. An
item is the smallest piece of information that has a meaning for the consumer, e.g., a picture, a
sensor reading, etc.
• receive item sync and receive item async are used by the consumer to receive one and sev-
eral items of stream stream id synchronously and asynchronously, correspondingly. Then,
end receive item async ends an asynchronous reception.
• close stream is executed by the consumer in order to close a previously established streaming
channel.
We show in the following how the STR API primitives can be implemented on top of the CS, PS,




open stream(producer, stream id)
send item(consumer, stream id, item)
receive item sync(producer, stream id, *item, timeout)
receive item async(producer, stream id, *callback(producer, stream id, item), *handle)
end receive item async(handle)
close stream(producer, stream id)
Figure 3.39: STR connector API
open stream(producer, stream id)
= send(producer, open operation, stream id)
send item(consumer, stream id, item)
= send(consumer, stream id, item)
receive item sync(producer, stream id, *item, timeout)
= receive sync(producer, stream id, *item, timeout)
receive item async(producer, stream id, *callback(producer, stream id, item), *handle)
= receive async(producer, stream id, *callback(producer, stream id, item), *handle)
end receive item async(handle)
= end receive async(handle)
close stream(producer, stream id)
= send(producer, close operation, stream id)
Figure 3.40: STR CS connector API realization
STR CS connector. The STR CS connector employs the one-way primitives and semantics of the
CS connector to implement the STR streaming semantics. The STR CS connector API realization is
depicted in Figure 3.40. Then, STR primitives are implemented as follows:
• open stream and close stream are implemented as one-way CS messages conveying the opera-
tions open operation and close operation with parameter stream id.
• The rest of the STR primitives are directly implemented with the corresponding CS primitives.
STR PS connector. The STR PS connector enables stream producers - publishers and stream con-
sumers - subscribers to interact through the PS broker. PS connector semantics apply to this interaction,
hence, a consumer can request a stream produced by a specific producer only indirectly, i.e., the <pro-
ducer, stream id> identification of a stream is mapped to a PS topic. Likewise, a producer sends out
(publishes) a stream without having been previously requested to by a specific consumer: eventually,
the interested subscribed consumers will receive this stream. The STR PS connector API realization is
depicted in Figure 3.41. Then, STR primitives are implemented as follows:
• open stream and close stream are implemented with the subscribe and unsubscribe PS primi-
tives, correspondingly.
• send item is implemented with the publish PS primitive, where no consumer is identified any
more, and the producer inserts its name into the topic along with the stream id.
• receive item sync, receive item async and end receive item async are implemented with the
get next, listen and end listen PS primitives, correspondingly.
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open stream(producer, stream id)
= subscribe(broker, <producer, stream id>, *handle)
send item(consumer, stream id, item)
= publish(broker, <producer, stream id>, item, lease)
receive item sync(producer, stream id, *item, timeout)
= get next(handle, *item, timeout)
receive item async(producer, stream id, *callback(producer, stream id, item), *handle)
= listen(handle, *callback(item))
end receive item async(handle)
= end listen(handle)
close stream(producer, stream id)
= unsubscribe(handle)
Figure 3.41: STR PS connector API realization
open stream(producer, stream id)
= void
send item(consumer, stream id, item)
= out(space, producer, stream id, item, lease)
receive item sync(producer, stream id, *item, timeout)
= read/take(space, producer, <stream id, new tuples>, all, *item, timeout)
- new tuples = forall tuple in space such as timestamp(tuple) >timestamp(last reading)
receive item async(producer, stream id, *callback(producer, stream id, item), *handle)
= register(space, producer, stream id, *callback(), *handle)
- upon callback(): read/take(space, producer, <stream id, new tuples>, all, *item, timeout)
end receive item async(handle)
= unregister(handle)
close stream(producer, stream id)
= void
Figure 3.42: STR TS connector API realization
STR TS connector. The STR TS connector enables stream producers - writers and stream con-
sumers - readers to interact through the TS space. TS connector semantics apply to this interaction,
hence, a reader can access a stream produced by a specific producer only indirectly, i.e., the <pro-
ducer, stream id> identification of a stream is mapped to the TS <extent, template> pair. Likewise, a
producer sends out (writes) a stream without having been previously requested to by a specific con-
sumer: eventually and depending on TS read/take coordination semantics, the interested readers -
consumers will receive this stream. The STR TS connector API realization is depicted in Figure 3.42.
Then, STR primitives are implemented as follows:
• open stream and close stream are void, since access to a stream via the space is open to all
space users. Alternatively, some application-specific streaming setup protocol can easily be im-
plemented between a producer and a consumer via the space by writing and reading some agreed
signal.
• send item is implemented with the out TS primitive, where no consumer is identified any more,
and the producer inserts its name into the <extent, template> pair along with the stream id.
• receive item sync is implemented with a read or take TS primitive, depending on the specific
streaming application semantics. The template argument of read or take takes the composite
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value <stream id, new tuples>, which enables retrieving only the tuples of the stream that arrived
after the last reading. This is further accomplished by setting (when supported by the space) the
policy argument of read or take to all, which enables retrieving all the relevant tuples.
• receive item async is implemented with the register TS primitive. When callback() is triggered
– since it does not deliver any data – the consumer should execute a read or take in the way
described in the previous bullet.
• Finally, the end receive item async is implemented with the unregister TS primitive.
As we can see from the above, the STR CS, STR PS and STR TS connectors all implement the
STR streaming semantics, while each one of them adds to this semantics the specific semantics of the
underlying base connector, i.e., CS, PS and TS, correspondingly. In the same way, we can implement
the STR connector on top of the GA connector, which can represent any of the CS, PS, and TS
connectors; this is pretty direct, so we do not present this here. Hence, interoperability between the
STR CS, STR PS, and STR TS connectors can be studied in the same way as for the base connectors.
We intend to complete this study in the last months of the CHOReOS project.
Concluding this chapter, we note that our base middleware connector types CS, PS, TS, as well as
our middleware interoperability method based on the GA connector type, have already been applied to
the eXtensible Service Bus (XSB), which is one of the main components of the CHOReOS middleware
architecture developed in WP3, as can be found in Deliverable D3.1 and the subsequent WP3 deliver-
ables. In particular, we have implemented our interoperability solution on top of the EasyESB enterprise
service bus, by enhancing the binding components and common protocol of the bus, which are typically
Web services-oriented, with our connectors, which enable semantics-preserving interaction between
services employing heterogeneous middleware platforms. Furthermore, we have applied the XSB solu-
tion to the WP6 Passenger Friendly Airport use case choreography, and in particular to the Unexpected
arrival warning and Unexpected arrival handling sub-choreographies, which can be found in Deliverable
D6.2, in order to support services that run on top of publish-subscribe and tuple space middleware for
the M24 related demo. We are now concentrating on extending the CHOReOS XSB with streaming, as
well as on developing a custom DSMS for the FI, both based on the findings outlined in Section 3.4.2





4 CHOReOS Coordination Protocols: Abstracting
Choreography Behavior
In this chapter, accounting for the definitions of CHOReOS components and connectors of the previ-
ous chapters, we complete the definition of the final version of the CHOReOS architectural style by
adding the notion of CHOReOS coordination protocol that abstracts choreography behavior. Specifi-
cally, the CHOReOS coordination protocol introduces a higher, application-layer connector that defines
system-wide behavior, based on the connection of CHOReOS components through middleware-layer
connectors introduced in the previous chapters.
This version of the CHOReOS coordination protocol extends and finalizes the previous version pre-
sented in Deliverable D1.3 [90]. In particular, the notion of coordination protocol has been extended
by adding new coordination primitives to be able to handle the much more powerful coordination logics
“implied by” complex BPMN2 choreography specifications. Moreover, the specific architectural style
constraints (to be imposed on the choreography-based system to suitably coordinate the discovered
services) have been refined to enable the full automation of the synthesis process, worked out in WP2
during the second year of the project.
Keeping the main structure of the homonymous chapter in Deliverable D1.3 [90], this chapter is
structured as follows: Section 4.1 recalls the problem of choreography-based coordination in the FI that
we solve in CHOReOS, and relates it with the realizability check and conformance check problems that
are usually considered in the literature. Then, building upon our previous results sketched in Deliverable
D1.3 [90], Section 4.2 provides the formal abstractions that CHOReOS uses for choreography-based
coordination. Finally, Section 4.3 concludes the chapter by illustrating the application of the synthesis
process to the CHOReOS airport use case that is investigated in WP6.
4.1. Choreography-based Coordination in the FI
When considering choreography-based service-oriented systems, the following two problems are usu-
ally considered: (i) realizability check - checks whether the choreography can be realized by implement-
ing each participant service so that it conforms to the played role; and (ii) conformance check - checks
whether the set of services satisfies the choreography specification or not. In the literature many ap-
proaches have been proposed to address these problems (e.g., see [18, 22, 44, 74, 80, 76, 40, 42]).
However, by moving a step forward with respect to the state of the art, a further problem worth con-
sidering when actually realizing service choreographies by possibly reusing (third-party) services con-
cerns automatic realizability enforcement. That is, given a choreography specification and a set of
existing services discovered as suitable participants (by exploiting the service abstractions associated
with CHOReOS components, as defined in Chapter 2, and the discovery process defined in Deliv-
erable D2.2 [92]), restrict the interaction among them so as to fulfill the collaboration prescribed by
the choreography specification. This requires to extract from the choreography specification the global
coordination logic to be then distributed and enforced among the participants.
In this sense, it is worth to note that realizability for BPMN2 choreographies, as presented in the
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Object Management Group (OMG)1 standard, is not an issue per se. In fact, the standard specifica-
tion gives the modeling conditions that must be respected by the choreography designer in order to
ensure realizability “by construction”. Such well-formedness rules were also advocated in other works,
e.g., [24]. In other words, assuming the adoption of a generative approach, the notions of realizability
and its enforcement do not represent an issue if, starting from a choreography specification, the goal is
to implement a set of services to realize the choreography. That is, if all the modeling conditions pre-
scribed by OMG are fulfilled, the composed services can be in principle implemented so that realizability
is ensured by construction.
However, as described in Deliverable D2.2 [92], CHOReOS considers a broader scenario where the
services to be used to realize the choreography are either dynamically discovered within the Future In-
ternet, or implemented by adopting a generative test driven development approach (if suitable services
cannot be found into the service registry). This means that, when the services are being discovered,
we consider the local behavior of each participant, as extracted from the choreography by an end-point
projection technique we have implemented in CHOReOS. Then, exploiting the CHOReOS simulation
technique (implemented as part of the synthesis processor), the end-point projection of each participant
is used to find services whose behavior simulates the roles to be played by the participant. The sim-
ulation technique is based on the notion of strong simulation [15] thoroughly extended to deal with the
extended Labeled Transition Systems (LTSs) we use in CHOReOS. However, as detailed in Deliverable
D1.3 [90], although services may have been discovered as suitable end-points to realize all the par-
ticipant roles of the specified choreography, their composite interaction may prevent the choreography
realizability if left uncontrolled (or coordinated in a wrong way).
In this direction, CHOReOS proposes a solution for realizability enforcement by leveraging model-
based methodologies and relevant SOA standards, while making choreography development a system-
atic process based on the reuse and the assembly of services discovered within the Future Internet. In
fact, CHOReOS revisits the concept of choreography-based service-oriented systems and introduces
a model-based development process and associated methods, tools, and middleware for coordinating
services in the Future Internet. Since a choreography is a network of collaborating services, the notion
of coordination protocol becomes crucial. In fact, it might be the case that the collaborating services,
although potentially suitable in isolation, when interacting together can lead to undesired interactions.
These are interactions that do not belong to the set of interactions modeled by the choreography spec-
ification and can happen when the services collaborate in an uncontrolled way. To prevent undesired
interactions, we automatically synthesize additional software entities, called Coordination Delegates
(CDs), and interpose them among the participant services. CDs coordinate the services’ interaction
in a way that the resulting collaboration realizes the specified choreography. As explained in the next
section, this is done by exchanging suitable coordination information that is automatically generated out
of the choreography specification.
4.2. Formal Abstractions for FI Choreography-based Coordination
This deliverable thoroughly refines and extends preliminary results introduced in Deliverable D1.3 [90]
by describing how to extract from a BPMN2 choreography diagram an extended automata-based spec-
ification of the coordination logic “implied” by the choreography. Specifically, the extension of LTSs
(called Choreography LTS - CLTS), preliminarily introduced in deliverable D1.3 [90] and thoroughly re-
fined in this deliverable, provides an explicit description of the coordination logic that must be applied to
enforce the choreography. The refined extended CLTSs represent an intuitive, yet powerful, means to
precisely describe the complex coordination logics implied by BPMN2 choreography specifications. In
particular, the initial version of CLTS presented in [90] has been extended with additional constructs to
handle more complex constructs of BPMN2 Choreography Diagrams, e.g., conditional exclusive gate-




Figure 4.1: CHOReOS choreography
Figure 4.2: CHOReOS synthesis process
paths), parallel gateways (creation and merging of parallel flows), standard and sequential loops.
The approach to abstract the coordination logic out of a BMPN2 specification, as extended in this
deliverable, constitutes the basis of the final methodology we are applying in CHOReOS to solve the
problem of realizability enforcement. In fact, as already introduced in Deliverable D1.3 [90], for the
choreography to be externally enforced, the coordination logic modeled by the CLTS is distributed be-
tween the CDs, whose goal is to coordinate (from outside) the interaction of the participant services in a
way that the resulting collaboration realizes the specified choreography. In CHOReOS, we automatically
synthesize the CDs and, in line with the initial idea sketched in Deliverable D1.3 [90], we interpose them
among the participant services according to the CHOReOS architectural style (see Figure 4.1). CDs
perform pure coordination of the services’ interaction in a way that the resulting collaboration realizes
the specified choreography. To this aim, the coordination logic is distributed among a set of Coordination
Models that codify coordination information. Then, at run time, the CDs exploit the coordination infor-
mation contained in these models to enforce the coordination of the external interaction of the services
participating to the specified choreography in order to prevent possible undesired interactions. The
latter are those interactions that do not belong to the set of interactions allowed by the choreography
specification and can happen when the discovered services collaborate in an uncontrolled way.
4.2.1. From Choreography Specification to Choreography-based Coordination
In this section we outline the choreography synthesis process and the related model transformations
(as enhanced with respect to Deliverable D2.2 [92]), devoted to the extraction of the coordination logic.
As shown in Figure 4.2, the choreography synthesis process mainly consists of three model trans-
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Figure 4.3: CLTS metamodel
formations. Before describing these model transformations, we introduce the CLTS metamodel and
Coord metamodel the transformations rely on. The former has been defined for extending LTSs, and
constitutes the foundation of the coordination logic extracted by the synthesis process. The latter, has
been defined for modeling the coordination information contained within the Coordination Models.
The high-level view of the CLTS metamodel is shown in Figure 4.3. In brief, the metamodel extends
the basic notion of state by introducing new elements to model complex states, i.e., initial and
final states, fork and join states, as well as, activity loop and alternative states. The
basic notion of labeled transition has been extended to have the possibility of specifying participants
roles, service operations request/response/fault messages and related types, as well
as, conditions.
The Coord metamodel is shown in Figure 4.4. It has been designed to define models containing
coordination information codified as a set of tuples. In particular, for a tuple (see the metaclass Tuple),
a coordination model specifies states, participants, allowed operations and conditions (see the meta-
classes State, Participant, AllowedOperation, and Condition, respectively). Interestingly,
each tuple has corresponding wait and notify specifications, each consisting of a number of elements
(see the metaclasses WaitElement and NotifiedElement, respectively). For each coordination
delegate, the tuples specify which operations are allowed, from which states to which states, the condi-
tions to be checked, and the other coordination delegates to be notified or to be waited for.
We now review each model transformation applied throughout the CHOReOS development process.
BPMN-to-CLTS. By means of transformation rules implemented through the ATLAS Transformation
Language (ATL) [50], the BPMN2 specification is transformed into an equivalent (modulo coordination
logic) CLTS specification. As detailed in Section 4.2.2, the ATL transformation takes as input a BPMN2
choreography model conforming to the BPMN2 metamodel and produces a CLTS model conforming
to the CLTS metamodel of Figure 4.3. In the current implementation we transform BPMN2 choreog-
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Figure 4.4: Coord metamodel
raphy specifications created with the Eclipse BPMN2 modeler2, whose metamodel is compatible with
the BPMN 2.0 specification. However, we are currently studying the transformation of BPMN2 choreog-
raphy specification exported by the MagicDraw modeling tool3. In Deliverable D1.3, we used a lighter
extension of LTSs, hence handling simpler BPMN2 choreography specifications, with respect to the
ones we are able to handle now. The novel and much more expressive CLTS metamodel we present
here allows us to fully automate the approach and to transform very complex choreography specifica-
tions into powerful coordination logics.
Note that, the CLTS model specifies the coordination logic implied by BPMN2 choreography speci-
fications at the level of choreography tasks, hence being independent from the concrete services that
actually play the participant roles of the task. Then, as recalled in the next transformation, the partici-
pant roles are used to discover service abstractions and related concrete services to be coordinated by
the choreography.
The BPMN-to-CLTS transformation is further detailed in Section 4.2.2.
CLTS-to-Coord. An ATL transformation is defined to automatically distribute the CLTS into a set of
coordination models conforming to the metamodel shown in Figure 4.4.
A Coord model MCDi , for a coordination delegate CDi, specifies the local information that CDi needs
to know in order to properly cooperate with the other CDs in the choreography-based system. The aim
of this cooperation is to prevent undesired interactions in the global collaboration of the participant





formation, in Deliverable D1.3 [90] we only considered basic coordination information that allowed us
to solve race conditions deriving from unconditioned branching behaviors outgoing from simple LTS
states. As already introduced, we are now able to automatically distribute more expressive coordination
logics and to automatically derive the related set of coordination models. More specifically, coordination
models can now contain refined and extended coordination information, as a set of tuples, that allow for
coordinating more complex service interactions with, e.g., high degrees of parallelism, complex joins,
conditional branching and looping (standard, sequential and parallel), together with request/response/-
fault operations’ messages, without introducing any centralized information flow. Moreover, the new
graphical representation of the novel CLTS model, together with the human-readable plain-text format
of the tuples that codify coordination information, provides the user with an intuitive means to precisely
understand the not-easy-to-grasp coordination logic “hidden” into BPMN2 Choreography Diagrams. In
this vein, it is important to stress that a clear understanding of the coordination logic implied by a chore-
ography specification is of paramount importance and constitutes the basis of the notion of distributed
enforcement as intended by the OMG BPMN 2.0 specification.
Although not in the focus of this deliverable, with reference to Deliverable D2.2 [92], it is worth to
mention that the set of coordination models are derived after a set of services have been discovered as
suitable services to play the roles of the choreography participants. Specifically, the discovery process
returns, for each choreography participant, a set of candidate services. Then, for a given participant, to
select the proper service among the set of candidate services returned by the discovery, an extra step
is required. This step is performed by the synthesis processor, and checks if, within the set of service
candidates, there is a service whose behavior is suitable to play the role of the participant. We further
recall that to check for suitability, the synthesis processor applies a strong simulation algorithm to verify
if the extended LTS, achieved by projecting the overall choreography CLTS to the given participant, can
be simulated by the extended LTS specifying the behavior of the service as returned by the discovery
process. To this end, the basic notion of strong simulation (and related algorithm) has been extended
to deal with extended LTSs. Having selected abstractions for each role (as described in Chapter 2), the
service implementations are decoupled from the actual dependency endpoints by declaring dependen-
cies on roles (rather than on implementation) and by setting the actual invocation address at runtime (by
invoking the setInvocationAddress() functionality offered by the Enactment Engine described in deliver-
able D3.2.2 [91]). A participant can then be bound to a functional abstraction that represents a set of
concrete services. Binding a participant to a functional abstraction enables the adaptation of the actual
concrete service that is represented by the functional abstraction as detailed in Deliverable D3.2.2 [91].
The CLTS-to-Coord transformation is further detailed in Section 4.2.3.
Coord-to-Java. The Coord model specifies the logic that a CD has to perform independently from any
target technology. In CHOReOS, we have chosen Java as a possible target language of our Acceleo4-
based model-to-code transformation. The Java implementation of a delegate CDi exploits the informa-
tion contained into its Coord model MCDi . Briefly, for each Coord model a Java class is generated by
means of dedicated templates consisting of static and variable parts. The latter are fixed by means of
the information retrieved from the source Coord model. The transformation Coord-to-Java is not in
the focus of this deliverable, thus it is not discussed further. Still referring to Deliverable D3.2.2 [91], we
just recall that the CDs are deployed on and run within the Coordination Delegates Component (which
is part of the eXecutable Service Composition component of the CHOReOS middleware).
4.2.2. From BPMN2 to CLTS
In the cells of Figures 4.5 and 4.6, the left part contains sample BPMN2 choreography source elements
and the right part contains the corresponding CLTS target elements. The developed ATL transformation
consists of a number of rules, each devoted to the management of specific source BPMN2 modeling




Figure 4.5: From BPMN2 choreography diagram to CLTS
any admissible combination (according the BPMN 2.0 specification) of the source elements. Note that,
for presentation purposes, in the figure we only consider simple cases. The extensions to more general
situations is straightforward.
Still referring to Figures 4.5 and 4.6, in the following we leverage the in-depth study of the “mean-
ders” of the BPMN 2.0 specification we have been making so far, and introduce most of the BPMN2
choreography diagrams’ constructs and provide a concise description of the crucial characteristics that
must be taken into account for achieving a correct distributed coordination, and hence a correct enforce-
ment. In this sense, as already anticipated in Section 4.1, OMG BPMN2 standard specification gives
well-formedness modeling rules that must be respected by the choreography designer for the choreog-
raphy to be enforceable. These rules were also advocated in other works that propose approaches for
checking them, e.g., [24, 76, 40, 42, 18]. Thus, when saying “a correct distributed coordination, and
hence a correct enforcement”, we mean that the run-time interaction of the services (that have been
discovered as suitable to play the choreography participant roles) will be coordinated according to a
coordination logic that has been extracted by considering all the enforceability rules dictated by the
standard specification.
We review each of the transformations of Figures 4.5 and 4.6 in turn below:
a..d A choreography Task is an atomic activity that represents an interaction by means of one or two
(request and optionally response) message exchanges between two participants. As detailed in
Chapter 3, in CHOReOS the communication between the services (as abstracted by CHOReOS
components described in Chapter 2) that play the roles of the participants, is achieved through
the GA connector (hence, supporting interoperability across different interaction paradigms).
A task may have one of the three markers: sequential multi-instance (b), standard loop (c), and
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parallel multi-instance (d). Graphically, BPMN2 diagrams uses rounded-corner boxes to denote
choreography tasks. Each of them is labeled with the roles of the two participants involved in the
task, and the name of the service operation performed by the initiating participant and provided
by the other one. A role contained in the white box denotes the initiating participant. In particular,
we recall that the BPMN2 specification employs the theoretical concept of a token that, traversing
the sequence flows and passing through the elements in a process, aids to define its behavior.
The start event generates the token that must eventually be consumed at an end event.
Depending on its type (i.e., ChoreographyLoopType in the BPMN2 specification), a task
is transformed into a basic state-to-state transition if no marker is specified (a), a CLTS
ActivityLoop transition with a fixed number |n| of possible iterations if a BPMN2 sequential
multi-instance marker is specified (b), a conditional CLTS ActivityLoop transition if a BPMN2
standard loop marker is specified (c), and a CLTS state-to-state transition that can be forked (and
then joined) a fixed number |n| of times if a BPMN2 parallel multi-instance marker is specified (d).
Note that the BPMN2 graphical elements do not show, neither the condition expressions nor the
specified fixed number, which can only be internally specified. In/out messages (i.e., request/re-
sponse messages) are reported in the CLTS transitions on the right-hand and left-hand sides of
the operation name, respectively. To bound the number of times a loop is repeated, the CDs either
evaluate the condition expressions (based on the data contained in the messages exchanged) in
the case of a standard loops, or use internal counters (updated upon the observed message
exchanges) in the case of sequential and parallel multi-instance loops. In any case, the task is
performed at least once, before checking the condition or the counter. In this respect, it is worth to
mention that one of the reported critical issues (issue number 16554 - published in the official web
site) is about “underspecification of ChoreographyLoopType”. The reported issue says that the
loop types of choreography activities do not provide any information about: (1) the “hard-coded”
cardinality of the loop (how often is the loop repeated) or (2) the expression that must be evaluated
during the choreography enactment based on the data contained in the messages exchanged up
to that point during the enactment. In the latter case, specifying the expression is not enough:
for reasons of enforceability, it should be possible to specified which participant(s) must evaluate
the expression. Accounting for this issue, in our model transformation we have anticipated its
resolution.
e & f A Parallel Gateway is used to (e) create and/or (f) synchronize parallel flows without checking any
condition. Each outgoing flow receives a token upon execution of this gateway. For incoming flows,
this gateway will wait for all incoming flows before triggering the flow through its outgoing arrow.
They create parallel paths of the choreography that all Participants are aware of. With respect to
the constraints imposed by the BPMN 2.0 official specification, the initiator participant(s) of all the
tasks after the gateway must be involved in all tasks that immediately precede such gateway. The
task that precedes the chain must also satisfy this constraint in the case where there is a chain of
gateways with no tasks in between.
When used to create parallel flows, the parallel diverging gateway is transformed using a CLTS
Fork state that splits into all the outgoing flows. Note that, as it will be clear in Section 4.2.3, in
order to enforce the coordination logic implied by a parallel gateway, the Fork state is used in a
CLTS to model real parallelism (and not abstract parallelism by means of interleaving). Comple-
mentarily, when a parallel converging gateway is used to join parallel flows, a CLTS Join state is
used. Similar considerations on concrete versus abstract parallelism applies.
g & h A Diverging (Decision) Exclusive Gateway (g) is used to create alternative paths within a chore-
ography. If none of the conditional expressions (see cond1 and cond2) evaluate to true, a default
path can optionally be specified (see task op4). A Converging Exclusive Gateway (h) is used to
merge alternative paths. Each incoming flow token is routed to the outgoing flow without synchro-
nization. Being in a fully decentralized setting, there is no central mechanism to store the data
that will be used in the condition expressions of the outgoing flows. The gateway’s conditions may
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Figure 4.6: From BPMN2 choreography diagram to CLTS (Cont’d)
have natural language descriptions but, as clarified by the BPMN 2.0 official specification, such
choreographies would be underspecified and would not be enforceable. To create an enforce-
able choreography, the gateway conditions must be formal expressions that can be precisely (and
automatically for tool supported approaches) checked. Still according to the BPMN 2.0 official
specification, the initiating participants of the choreography tasks that follow the gateway must
have sent or received the message that provided the data upon which the conditional decision is
made. In addition, the message that provides the data for the gateway conditional decision may
be in any choreography task prior to the gateway (i.e., it does not have to immediately precede
the gateway). Thus, for the gateway to be automatically enforced, we assume to have the spec-
ification of what messages provide the data upon which the conditional decision can be actually
made.
When used to create alternative paths, a diverging exclusive gateway is transformed using a
CLTS Alternative state. Note that the conditions cond1 and cond2 are suitably combined
to achieve exclusivity. When used to merge alternative paths, a converging exclusive gateway is
transformed using state-to-state transitions that, by modeling the flows immediately preceding the
gateway, collapse into a further state-to-state transition that models the flow immediately following
the gateway.
As a further clarification, note that the very same converging exclusive gateway behavior can be
equivalently specified in BPMN 2.0 without using the gateway construct. That is, with reference to
the figure, it is sufficient to have three arrows that directly connect the tasks on the left to the task
on the right.
i & j A Diverging Inclusive (Decision) Gateway (i) can be used to create alternative but also parallel
paths. Unlike the Exclusive Gateway, all condition expressions are evaluated. All flows that eval-
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Figure 4.7: BPMN2 choreography diagram example
uate to true will be traversed by a token. Since each path is considered to be independent, any
combination of the paths may be taken, from zero to all. However, it should be designed so that at
least one path is taken. If none of the conditional expressions (see cond1 and cond2) evaluate
to true, a default path can optionally be specified. A converging Inclusive Gateway (j) is used to
merge a combination of alternative and parallel paths. A control flow token entering an Inclusive
Gateway may be synchronized with some other token that arrives later.
Similarly to a diverging exclusive gateway, diverging inclusive gateway is transformed using a
CLTS Alternative state. However, to model that all combinations of the paths may be taken,
combined forking and joining paths are used. To conform with this characteristic, the conditions
cond1 and cond2 are suitably combined to achieve exclusivity between not only single paths,
but also between the combined forking and joining paths and single paths. Considering the pre-
vious explanations for the converging exclusive gateway and the diverging inclusive gateway, the
transformation for a converging exclusive gateway, when merging combinations of alternative and
parallel paths, is rather intuitive.
k A Sub-Choreography is a compound activity task that defines a flow of other tasks. Each sub-
choreography involves two or more participants.
Compound activities tasks are transformed by recursively applying the previous rules. In the
figure, only a very simple case is shown.
By applying the transformation rules described above, the small, yet interesting, BPMN2 choreog-
raphy diagram of Figure 4.7 is automatically transformed to the corresponding CLTS diagram in Fig-
ure 4.8 (the CLTS diagram has been drawn by means of the GMF-based editor we have developed in
CHOReOS).
4.2.3. From CLTS to Coord Models
In this section we describe the CLTS-to-Coord ATL transformation that automatically distributes the
CLTS into a set of coordination models. The latter contain coordination information codified as a set of
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Figure 4.8: CLTS derived from the BPMN2 choreography diagram in Figure 4.7
Figure 4.9: Architecture of the example
tuples (called coordination tuples). The coordination models are XML files that contains these tuples.
As it will be clear soon, the coordination tuples that we are able to derive with the new synthesis process
represent an extension of the coordination tuples described in the previous deliverable D1.3 [90].
The CLTS-to-Coord transformation takes as input the CLTS and, for each interface that a chore-
ography participant pi requires from another participant pj , a coordination model MCDpi.pj is derived.
The model MCDpi.pj will be then the input of the coordination delegate CDpi.pj that (according to the
CHOReOS architectural constraints) is interposed between the services playing the roles of the chore-
ography participants pi and pj .
For the convenience of the reader, before describing the format of the coordination tuples contained
into the coordination models, Figure 4.9 shows the set of CDs that are generated for the BPMN2 chore-
ography diagram of Figure 4.7 and how they are interposed between the services that play the roles of
the involved participants. We further recall that, for a coordination delegate CDpi.pj , MCDpi.pj specifies
the local information that CDpi.pj needs to know in order to properly cooperate with the other CDs in the
system. The aim of this cooperation is to prevent undesired interactions in the global collaboration of the
participant services, hence enforcing choreography realizability. More precisely, the coordination infor-
mation exchanged between the coordination delegates (see the additional communication in Figure 4.1)
serves to keep track of the global state of the coordination protocol implied by the choreography that




Having this goal in mind, in the following we provide a plain-text representation of the coordination
tuples as contained in all the coordination models derived for the example of Figure 4.7. Then, the
elements constituting the tuples are described.
MCDp1.p2={〈S1, op1(m1), S2, Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈S2, {}, ALT1, Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈ALT1, {}, S3, Ask(), CD{},
cond1&(!cond2)&(!cond3), Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈ALT1, {}, S23, Ask(), CD{2.3},
(!cond1)&cond2&(!cond3), Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈ALT1, {}, S4, Ask(), CD{2.4},
(!cond1)&(!cond2)&cond3, Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈S3, {}, FORK1, Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈FORK1, {}, S14, Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈S14, {}, FORK3, Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈FORK3, {}, S15, Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈FORK3, {}, S16, Ask(), CD{2.4},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈S15, {}, ALT2, Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈ALT2, {}, S18, Ask(), CD{1.3},
cond4&(!cond5), Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈ALT2, {}, S19, Ask(), CD{2.3},
(!cond4)&cond5, Notify(),
Wait()〉





〈FORK1, {}, S4, Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈S4, {}, LOOP,Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈LOOP, {}, S5, Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈S5, {}, FORK2, Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈FORK2, {}, S6, Ask(), CD{2.3},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉




MCDp2.p3={〈S23, op1(m1), S26, Ask(), CD{3.5},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈S19, op5(m5), S20, Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈S20, {}, JOIN1, Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈JOIN1, {}, S21, Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈S21, {}, JOIN2, Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(S20 to CD(2.3, 1.3, 1.5, 2.4)),
Wait(S11 from CD(2.3 or 1.3), S13 from CD(1.5), S17 from CD(2.4))〉
〈JOIN2, {}, S22, Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈S22, {}, F inalState, Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉





〈S7, {}, JOIN3, Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(S7 to CD(1.3)),
Wait(S9 from CD(1.3))〉
〈JOIN3, {}, S10, Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈S10, {}, LOOP,Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈LOOP, {}, S5, Ask(), CD{},
cond6, Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈S5, {}, FORK2, Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈FORK2, {}, S6, Ask(), CD{2.3},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈FORK2, {}, S8, Ask(), CD{1.3},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈LOOP, {}, S11, Ask(), CD{},
!cond6, Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈S11, {}, JOIN2, Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(S11 to CD(1.5, 1.3, 2.3, 2.4)),
Wait(S13 from CD(1.5), S20 from CD(1.3 or 2.3), S17 from CD(2.4))〉
〈JOIN2, {}, S22, Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉




MCDp1.p3={〈S18, op4(m4), S20, Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈S20, {}, JOIN1, Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉





〈S21, {}, JOIN2, Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(S20 to CD(2.3, 1.3, 1.5, 2.4)),
Wait(S11 from CD(2.3 or 1.3), S13 from CD(1.5), S17 from CD(2.4))〉
〈JOIN2, {}, S22, Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈S22, {}, F inalState, Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈S8, op2(m2), S9, Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈S9, {}, JOIN3, Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(S9 to CD(2.3)),
Wait(S7 from CD(2.3))〉
〈JOIN3, {}, S10, Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈S10, {}, LOOP,Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈LOOP, {}, S5, Ask(), CD{},
cond6, Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈S5, {}, FORK2, Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈FORK2, {}, S6, Ask(), CD{2.3},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈FORK2, {}, S8, Ask(), CD{1.3},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈LOOP, {}, S11, Ask(), CD{},
!cond6, Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈S11, {}, JOIN2, Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(S11 to CD(1.5, 1.3, 2.3, 2.4)),
Wait(S13 from CD(1.5), S20 from CD(1.3 or 2.3), S17 from CD(2.4))〉









MCDp1.p5={〈S12, op3(m3), S13, Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈S13, {}, JOIN3, Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈JOIN3, {}, S21, Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈S21, {}, JOIN2, Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(S13 to CD(2.3, 1.3, 2.4)),
Wait(S11 from CD(2.3 or 1.3), S20 from CD(1.3 or 2.3), S17 from CD(2.4))〉
〈JOIN2, {}, S22, Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉




MCDp2.p4={〈S24, op4(m4), S25, Ask(), CD{4.3},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈S16, op1(m1), S17, Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈S17, {}, JOIN3, Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈JOIN3, {}, S21, Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉
〈S21, {}, JOIN2, Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(S17 to CD(2.3, 1.3, 1.5)),
Wait(S11 from CD(2.3 or 1.3), S13 from CD(1.5), S20 from CD(1.3 or 2.3))〉
〈JOIN2, {}, S22, Ask(), CD{},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉














MCDp2.p1={〈S27, op3(m3), S29, Ask(CD(3.4) for S27), CD{},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉




MCDp3.p4={〈S27, op3(m3), S28, Ask(CD(2.1) for S27), CD{},
true,Notify(),
Wait()〉




Each tuple is composed of eight elements:
• The first element denotes the CLTS source state from which the related CD can either perform
the operation specified as second element of the tuple or take a move without performing any op-
eration (i.e., the CD can step over an epsilon transition). In both cases, the third element denotes
the reached target state. For instance, the first tuple of MCDp1.p2 specifies that the coordination
delegate CDp1.p2 can perform the operation op1 with message m1 from the source state S1 to the
target state S2; whereas, the second tuple of MCDp1.p2 specifies that the coordination delegate
CDp1.p2 can step over the state S2 and reach the state ALT1, from where alternative branches
can be undertaken. That is, as specified by the third, fourth and fifth tuple, the coordination del-
egate CDp1.p2 can reach either the state S3, or the state S23, or the state S24 according to the
evaluation of the related conditions.
• The fourth element contains the set of states and related CDs that must be asked for to check
whether the specified (allowed) operation can be forwarded or not. This means that race con-
ditions can arise when, at a given execution point, more than one service wants to perform an
operation but, according to the choreography specification, only one must be unconditionally
elected. For instance, in the state S27, the coordination delegate CDp2.p1 can be in a race condi-
tion with the coordination delegate CDp3.p4 (and viceversa), whenever both p2 and p3 are ready
to request the operation op3 with message m3 to p1 and p4, respectively. To solve this race
condition, the tuple 〈S27, op3(m3), S29, Ask(CD(3.4) for S27), CD{}, true,Notify(),Wait()〉
contained in MCDp2.p1 informs the coordination delegate CDp2.p1 that before forward-
ing the operation op3, it must ask the permission to the coordination delegate CDp3.p4
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about the inquired state S27. Complementarily, the same applies for the tuple
〈S27, op3(m3), S28, Ask(CD(2.1) for S27), CD{}, true,Notify(),Wait()〉 contained in MCDp3.p4 .
As extensively discussed in the previous deliverable D1.3 [90], race conditions are solved by ap-
plying a suitable extension of the seminal algorithm proposed in [55]. Thus, in this deliverable the
resolution of race conditions is not further discussed.
• The fifth element contains the set of (identifiers of) those CDs whose supervised services be-
came active in the target state, i.e., the ones that will be allowed to require some operation from
the target state. This information is used by the “currently active” CD(s) to inform the set of “to
be activated” CDs (in the target state) about the changing global state. For instance, upon the
operation op1 is requested from p2 to p3, the coordination delegate CDp2.p3 uses the fifth element
CD{3.5} of the first tuple in MCDp2.p3 to inform the CD CDp3.p5 about the new global state S26.
• The sixth element reports the condition expression to be checked to select the correct tuple, and
hence the correct flow(s) in the CLTS. For example, referring to the third tuple of MCDp1.p2 , if the
condition expression cond1&(!cond2)&(!cond3) evaluates to true, then the coordination delegate
CDp1.p2 can step over the alternative state ALT1 and reach S3.
• The seventh element contains the joining state that a CD, when reaching a join state, must no-
tify to the other CDs in the parallel path(s) of the same originating fork. Complementarily, the
eight element contains the joining state(s) that must be waited for. For example, considering
the tuple 〈S7, {}, JOIN3, Ask(), CD{}, true,Notify(S7 to CD(1.3)),Wait(S9 from CD(1.3))〉
of MCDp2.p3 , the coordination delegate CDp2.p3 notifies the joining state S7 to the coordination
delegate CDp1.p3, and wait for the state S9 from CDp1.p3. On the other hand, considering the
tuple 〈S9, {}, JOIN3, Ask(), CD{}, true,Notify(S9 to CD(2.3)),Wait(S7 from CD(2.3))〉 of
MCDp1.p3 , the coordination delegate CDp1.p3 notifies the joining state S9 to the coordination dele-
gate CDp2.p3, and wait for the state S7 from CDp2.p3.
4.3. CHOReOS-compliant Architecture of the Airport System
This section concludes the presentation of the CHReOS coordination model by applying the synthesis
process to the Airport use case of WP6 in order to derive a CHOReOS-compliant architectural config-
uration for the whole system.
Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 show the (split) BPMN2 specification of the Arrival Handling scenario.
It is worth noting that BPMN2 can be used for creating simple and rather abstract choreography spec-
ifications (that can be useful for providing, e.g., a business manager with a high-level view of a given
business process), but also detailed and technical specifications (that can be parsed by a machine and
automatically manipulated by developers and analysts, e.g., for tool-supported analysis and synthesis).
Within CHOReOS, this peculiarity of BPMN2 creates the opportunity to align IT people and business
people, as well as end-users, over the same goals and requirements, avoiding to provide business peo-
ple and end-users with too many technical details, and IT people with inaccurate specifications. To this
end, as described in the deliverable D2.2 [92], the CHOReOS development process gives the possibility
to refine the BPMN2 specification into more detailed versions, in an iterative fashion, containing more
technical details, hence being able to apply the synthesis process in an automatic way. That is, Fig-
ure 4.12 and Figure 4.13 show (and split) a refined version of the BPMN2 choreography specification
of Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11, respectively. In particular, we refined the names of the choreography
tasks, we added the exchanged messages, and we specified the type of input and output parameters.
The set of refinements are reported in Table 4.1.
Thus, in the following, we apply the synthesis process by taking as input the refined BPMN2 choreog-
raphy specification depicted in Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13, and show how the model transformations,
the synthesis process relies on can be applied to extract from the BPMN2 specification the coordination
logic to be applied to enforce the choreography. Finally, we further show the architecture of the whole
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Initial Task Name Refined Task Name and In/Out Types
1. Confirm Approach Confirm Approach
2. Book Amenity Book Amenity
3. Request Amenities Request Amenities
4. Get Available Amenities Get Available Amenities
5. Measure ambient noise level double::Get Average Sound Level
6. Adjust Speakers Volume Level Adjust Speakers Volume Level(double)
7. Initiate passengers tracking boolean::Initiate Passengers Tracking
8. Report passengers passed through int::Report Passed Passengers









12. Push up-to-date information to all MIDs Display(string)
13. Airport Noise Sensors aggregator double::Get Average Sound
14. Track landed passengers (by areas)
booleanArray::Get Landing States
intArray::Get Average Position
Table 4.1: Initial task names and refined task names with In/Out types
Participant Name Participant Acronym
1. Airport AIR
2. ATC ATC
3. Stand and gate management SGM
4. Luggage handling company LHC
5. Security company SC
6. Airport bus company ABC
7. Amenity provider AP
8. Airport noise sensor aggregator ANSA
9. Airport speaker actuators aggregator ASAA
10. Airport infrared sensors aggregator AISA
11. Airport pressure sensors aggregator APSA
12. MID location sensors aggregator MIDLSA
13. MID microphone sensors aggregator MIDMSA
14. Airport display actuators aggregator ADAA
15. Airport sign actuators aggregator ASAA
16. MID display actuators aggregator MIDDAA
Table 4.2: Participant names and corresponding acronyms
Airport system after the coordination delegates derived by synthesis processor have been interposed
between the Airport services, by exploiting the CHOReOS connectors described in Chapter 3.
Figures 4.14 and 4.15 show the (split) CLTS that has been derived for the arrival handling scenario
of the Airport use case, by using the acronyms for the participant names reported in Table 4.2.
The coordination models, containing all the tuples for all the coordination delegates, are reported in
the Appendix A.1. The architecture of the whole system after the coordination delegates have been




Figure 4.10: (a) Choreography of the arrival handling scenario
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Figure 4.11: (b) Choreography of the arrival handling scenario
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Figure 4.12: (a) Refined choreography of the arrival handling scenario
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Figure 4.13: (b) Refined choreography of the arrival handling scenario
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Figure 4.14: (a) Choreography of the arrival handling scenario
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Figure 4.15: (b) Choreography of the arrival handling scenario
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Figure 4.16: (a) Architecture of the airport use case
Figure 4.17: (b) Architecture of the airport use case
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5 Conclusion: Relation with the CHOReOS Devel-
opment Process and IDRE
This document has reported on the definition of the final CHOReOS architectural style, that is, the
definition of core types of components, connectors, and related coordination protocols that are oriented
toward easing the development of service-oriented systems in the ULS, heterogeneous, and mobile
Future Internet. The initial definition of the architectural style was introduced in Deliverable D1.3 [90]
and informed the development of the CHOReOS technologies integrated within the CHOReOS IDRE,
which support the application of the CHOReOS development process whose schematic description is
recalled in Figure 5.1. Then, based on the lessons learnt from the development of the CHOReOS IDRE
and embedded technologies, we have refined the definition of the CHOReOS architectural style, as




















































































Figure 5.1: The CHOReOS development process
In brief, the definition of the CHOReOS architectural style features:
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• The service-oriented CHOReOS component model that overcomes the heterogeneity of the ser-
vices encountered in the FI, including Thing-based services. A core aspect of the CHOReOS
component model relates to the introduction of the related concept of service abstractions, which
represent groups of alternative services that provide similar functional/non-functional properties
through different interfaces. Groups of services then constitute a major enabler to face the scale
and adaptation requirements of the Future Internet.
• The CHOReOS connector types allow for interactions with services based on the various inter-
action paradigms that are available today, considering both discrete and continuous interactions,
the latter being critical for interacting with Thing-based services that inform systems about the
physical world that is continuously changing. A major contribution of the CHOReOS connector
definition relates to the introduction of a new multi-paradigm connector type, called GA connec-
tor, which allows component services to interoperate even if they are based on heterogeneous
paradigms.
• The formal abstractions for FI choreography-based coordination enable the automated synthesis
of concrete distributed coordination protocols, from BPMN2 abstract specification and associated
concrete services discovered in the environment, while enforcing the realizability of choreogra-
phies despite the autonomy of the composed services.
As detailed in the previous chapters, all the above elements are oriented toward facing the challenges
posed by the Future Internet and especially:
• The ULS of the Future Internet impacts the definition of the three architectural elements: (i)
the UL base of CHOReOS components is made manageable through the introduction of service
abstractions, (ii) the CHOReOS connectors promote the adoption of loosely coupled interaction
paradigms that are essential for developing scalable distributed systems, and (iii) the CHOReOS
choreography-based coordination of service oriented-systems enables the development of a fully
decentralized system out of individual services and things, which is also essential to foster the
development of scalable distributed service-oriented systems.
• The heterogeneity of the Future Internet informed the definition of the CHOReOS component
and connector types. Indeed, CHOReOS components are technology-agnostic by definition and
allow modeling the rich diversity of services composing the Future Internet, including the Thing-
based services. As for CHOReOS connectors, they support the various interaction paradigms
exploited by the rich diversity of services composing the Future Internet and feature the new
GA connector type that enables cross-paradigm interoperability. As CHOReOS choreographies
compose CHOReOS components through CHOReOS connectors, they are obviously suited for
the highly heterogeneous Future Internet.
• The mobility of the Future Internet services and consumers is implicitly supported by the
CHOReOS architectural style as CHOReOS components may in particular be mobile and
CHOReOS connectors may be instantiated using middleware technologies oriented toward mo-
bile networking.
• The awareness and adaptability required by the Future Internet is primarily supported by the
CHOReOS service abstractions associated with the CHOReOS component model, as services
implementing the same abstractions can substitute one another. The support for weakly coupled
connector types also contribute to easing the adaptation process.




• The definition of the CHOReOS component model and related service abstraction has guided
the definition of the AoSBM, which structures the service base according to service abstrac-
tions (see WP2 deliverables). Service abstractions further serve dealing with the adaptation of
choreography, whose dedicated support is implemented by the CHOReOS middleware (see WP3
deliverables).
• The definition of the CHOReOS connector model has influenced the evolution of the ESB
paradigm into the XSB paradigm, which allows multi-paradigm interoperability (see WP3 deliv-
erables). Further evolution of the XSB paradigm is also being examined to support both discrete
and continuous interactions, while current implementation of the XSB is oriented toward discrete
interactions. In addition, acknowledging the importance of streaming protocols for the Future In-
ternet, and especially its Internet of Things constituent, we are currently developing a DSMS as
part of the CHOReOS middleware, which leverages the rich background on DSMS, from both the
technological and theoretical points of view.
• The definition of the CHOReOS coordination model constitutes a central part of the CHOReOS
IDE toolset, which features MDE-based tools for the selection of services according to behavioral
matching rules and the synthesis of coordination delegates, provided the BPMN2 specification of
the target choreography and the discovery of functionally matching services within the AoSBM.
Obviously, the proposed software architecture style may be leveraged to develop alternative tech-
nologies to CHOReOS solutions, either competitive or complementary, to support the development of
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A.1. Coordination Models of the Airport Use Case: Arrival Handling sce-
nario
MCDATC.AIR={


























































































〈S7, {}, S93, Ask(),
CD{},
true,
Notify(S7 to CD(LHC.AIR, SC.AIR,ABC.AIR,AIR.ASAA)),
Wait(S12 from CD(LHC.AIR), S15 from CD(SC.AIR),
S18 from CD(ABC.AIR), S90 from CD(AIR.ASAA))〉,





























Notify(S12 to CD(AIR.AP, SC.AIR,ABC.AIR,AIR.ASAA)),
Wait(S7 from CD(AIR.AP ), S15 from CD(SC.AIR),
S18 from CD(ABC.AIR), S90 from CD(AIR.ASAA))〉,




























Wait(S7 from CD(AIR.AP ), S12 from CD(LHC.AIR),
S18 from CD(ABC.AIR), S90 from CD(AIR.ASAA))〉,


























〈S71, {}, S93, Ask(),
CD{},
true,
Notify(S18 to CD(AIR.AP,LHC.AIR, SC.AIR,AIR.ASAA)),
Wait(S7 from CD(AIR.AP ), S12 from CD(LHC.AIR),
S15 from CD(SC.AIR), S90 from CD(AIR.ASAA))〉,


































〈S90, {}, S93, Ask(),
CD{},
true,
Notify(S90 to CD(AIR.AP,LHC.AIR, SC.AIR,ABC.AIR)),
Wait(S7 from CD(AIR.AP ), S12 from CD(LHC.AIR),
S15 from CD(SC.AIR), S18 from CD(ABC.AIR))〉,




〈S44, AdjustSpeakersV olumeLevel(double), S38, Ask(),
CD{},
true,
Notify(S38 to CD(AIR.ASAA)),Wait(S41 from CD(AIR.ASAA))〉,
〈S45, AdjustSpeakersV olumeLevel(double), S41, Ask(),
CD{},
true,
Notify(S41 to CD(AIR.ASAA)),Wait(S38 from CD(AIR.ASAA))〉,


































































































































































































































































































































































〈S39, double :: GetAverageSound, S45, Ask(),
CD{AIR.ASAA},
true,
Notify(),Wait()〉,
}
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